The

Intent To Kill

How The Sacramento Spartans Escaped Murder
In Plain Sight And Changed The American
Political Climate
1 Triggered Meltdown-

a. This report is a plea to local and state law and policy enforcement agencies, bureaus, departments and offices. Anyone who recalls the Sacramento Riot, this public report is a plea for your help. The California community requires honesty and transparency, and trust to get along and love one another, to live with one another. Any person, man or woman, be they reporters or observers, law and policy enforcement agents, deputies, detectives, and or officers, who witnessed the Sacramento Riot on the state Capitol in Sacramento, California on Sunday, June 26, 2016, between the hours of 9:00 am to noon, are asked to contact their Congressman or Congresswoman, or the Attorney General of the United States, or any one of the leaders in the Golden State Skinheads (GSS) or Traditionalist Worker Party (TWP), to remedy wrongdoings that were caused when a self-proclaimed “militant” group attacked permitted protestors.

b. The following is a report on how the Sacramento Riot started, how the permitted protestors quickly became the victims of a well-planned “militant” attack, and how they are still being attacked by the ones who started it.....

Figure 1

On November 8, 2016, the Democratic Party lost its control over the Federal Government, and a lot of voters are not happy about that...
With nothing better to do than to protest their November elections defeat in 2016, grieving members and supporters of the Democratic Party found their time away from the Federal Government in 2017 doing just that. Because of that great and disappointing loss to “racist-
White-Supremacist Donald J. Trump” and his “racist-White-Supremacist-follower”, protestors would make it their goal to shut down every public event they try to have. The protestors would fall under antifa combat groups, which would move to the United States of America in 2009, and would begin occupying cities like Seattle, Washington and Berkeley, California and other cities across the USA, to quickly spread from there like wild fire. This report will focus on what the victims experienced when those protestors resorted to deadly violence, and what led up to the growing and developing threat now known across the USA as “antifa”.

c. From the leaderless Occupy Wall Street protests in 2011, to now distinct protest groups based on their own grievances in 2017, we have the growing conflict of division across the USA taking on as antifa (anti fascists), By Any Means Necessary (BAMN), Black Lives Matter (BLM), La Raza, White Nationalism and American Nationalism. There is antifa going about on its own to riot in cities across the USA; there is the Black Lives Matter movement going about on its own to riot in cities across USA; there is the La Raza movement going about rioting across the USA, and there is the White Nationalist, White Power and Trump supporter movements being attacked by all of them under the “Antifa-BAMN” organization. The new normal across the USA is that, whenever White Nationalists and American Nationalists hold a rally, antifa, BAMN, BLM or La Raza shows up to counter protest.

d. The tactics that antifa uses resembles an evolving military that is not only in California, but elsewhere across the USA and Canada, causing more damage and causing more crimes, as they grow empowered and emboldened with every counter protest, and every protest they attend. This report aims to explain why antifa has gotten away with the crimes its members and supporters committed, and who those criminals are. Knowing all of that, we can remedy the problems we now face because of them. This report aims to point us to the various brave men and brave women united into activist groups for the prime objective of protecting the rights of the People from the combative antifa militants, while the police and other local, state and federal law and policy enforcement agencies, bureaus, departments and offices continue standing down as one city riot and town riot to the next is carry out.

e. In order to protect the right of the People peaceably to assemble in California and elsewhere across the USA, and to petition to the Government for a redress of grievances, the rallypoint to meet that objective has been in the form of the “Free America Rally (FAR)”, founded in 2011 by members and supporters of the American Freedom Party (AFP) and Golden State Skinheads (GSS), along with other various support groups. The Free America Rally took to the streets in several various locations across California and the United States of America, even on the steps of the state Capitol building in Sacramento. The Free America Rally also rose out of the turmoil that spewed out of the Administration of the “First-Black President of the United States” in the form of one race riot after the other, with one “stand-down” order after the other given to the police as well. FAR was meant to expose the new normal of one riot after the other as absolutely unacceptable!
f. Back in the summer of 2016, when the heat of the 2016 elections was extreme, riots were already a new normal. At that time, the rise of Antifa-BAMN in California was beginning to take place, and threatening any group or anyone who tried to rally in public spaces in support of specific causes. Among the few to brave out the threat of assembling on public spaces in California, were members and supporters of the Golden State Skinheads and the Traditionalist Worker Party (TWP). The following is about what happened to them when they did unite in an attempt to invoke their permitted right to be on the California Republic’s west steps of the state Capitol building in Sacramento on June 26, 2016, to protest the Globalists and corruption, to defend the right to assemble, and right to free speech. That attempt to invoke the rule of law to assemble on a public space during a Democratic-Party-controlled-STATE-OF-CALIFORNIA, and Democrat-controlled-California-State-Legislature was the “Sacramento Riot”.

g. The victims of the June 26, 2016’s Sacramento Riot are still being attacked by radicals in the losing political parties and their advocacy groups in 2017. The Democratic Party’s advocacy groups at the time of the Sacramento Riot, and today, are Antifa-BAMN, Brown Berets, La Raza, MEChE, State of California, United States, United Nations, and we can add the SPLC and ADL to that list, to include CNN and MSNBC for covering the truth up from getting out to the People, that there were indeed self-subscribed “militants” literally trying to kill men and women for trying to attend that GSS and TWP rally in Sacramento, California. This report aims to point out how the ones described as “Wrongdoers” are connected and guilty of starting a riot in order to stop the supporters of what they claim are “racist-White Supremacist Neo Nazis”. The following report is on what the outcome of the new normal of riots spreading across the USA is on its way to be, and how the GSS and TWP are victims of one caused when they tried to rally, how they escaped murder in plain sight, and changed the American political climate from then on.
Take Note: The above and following photos in this report are not owned by its authors. The authors of this report do not own the copyrights of the above and following photos. All photos in this report are to be admitted into public record as evidence of the growing developing foreign threat already on the shores of the American Continent and on our city’s streets across the USA in 2017.

2 GSS And The TWP-

a. The Golden State Skinheads (GSS), in solidarity with the Traditionalist Worker Party, united to take legal and lawful action at the state Capitol in California, in defense of free speech and freedom of assembly.

b. The Golden State Skinheads are a California based organization actively engaged in lawful and legal assemblies. Their assemblies, or rallies, are transparent and open for the public to view. The objectives of the GSS have been to peaceably assemble and petition to the government for a redress of grievances. They have been promoters of open assemblies over the years, with very little attention at first.
c. The Golden State Skinheads was founded in 2003 in California, and has taken an activist approach to their goals and objectives. On the GSS website, we get a broader understanding of their goals and objectives:

**GSS SETTING THE STANDARD!!**

The union of GSS is a social club of California white nationalists. The purpose of which is to support its members in their mutual beliefs and to further our shared political objectives through positive and legal means. GSS are primarily concerned with state wide endeavors. Membership in our crew should not exclude members from participating or being active in other groups that share our same basic moral constitution and objectives. However GSS members are obligated to obtain and obeyed by a single patch rule. The GSS will not be ran as a gang and will not accept criminal or lawless activity among its ranks. Our membership is made up of European American men who are working class and drug free. We are banned together for the survival of our people and our beliefs. We also strive to be proactive by being strict legal activists and putting on events, protests and shows in the state of California. Honor, Loyalty, & Brotherhood. HAIL GSS!

d. But over time, as GSS gained notoriety amongst the White Power movement Worldwide, and has proven to achieve its plans by holding very successful events on the steps of the state Capitol building in Sacramento, California, several opposition groups have joined together to put them to a stop. These groups have formed into a militant fighting force all over the world.

e. In Europe, many groups united under the anti fascist flag to represent the philosophy behind “antifa”, and to cause harm on men and women who rallied in support of what GSS supports, and that is, the right to defend one’s own posterity. Antifa and other political and racial organizations in Europe have also clashed to maintain their own independence and supremacy over the land by showing the force of one’s presence over the other. The antifa counter protestors often got violent to the point of costing the cities and towns wherein they riot so
much money in damages, and even physical injury, and sometimes death. This is a report on GSS’s supporters and members experiencing this militant fighting force that has already entered the shores of the American Continent, and has since caused the same havoc as they did across Europe in the past. Antifa is a repeat offender in one crime after the other, and they are now on the California Republic, and have already made their move against not only GSS, but against the Declaration of Independence, Constitution for the united states of America, Bill of Rights and the Preamble to the Constitution.
f. GSS takes the Preamble to the Constitution for the united states of America literally, and aims to defend our People by any means necessary.
g. GSS does not have the financial backing of money that antifa has had to organize. Antifa has had some very wealthy financiers. Financiers funded antifa in Europe to cause many well-organized, well-calculated, and very destructive militant counter protests against all men and women who came out into the open to publically share their love for their own People. The same antifa groups (some with some set differences) (as has been shown in Europe) have taken to the streets across the USA.
h. Antifa has taunted and harassed all Nationalist organizations that promote to advance the White Race across the USA, and they have left alone all other Nationalist groups that are nonWhite. Antifa has also been openly antiWhite, and claimed even that “White people should not exist”, while bolstering the rise and power of the Black, Brown, Yellow and Red races until White people exist no more.
i. The Golden State Skinheads have been confronted by antifa and other organizations before the June 26, 2016 state Capitol rally. In 2012 they helped the Free America Rally form the 'South Africa Project (SAP)' and held a 'Stop White Genocide', 'Solidarity with South Africa rally' on the steps of the state Capitol in Sacramento. That time, the antifa crowd in opposition to the rally was so great that the event ended with all rally participants making a quick retreat with the help of the DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL (CHP) and Sacramento Police Department (Sac PD) as their added security. Then in 2013, GSS and the American Freedom Party united for a Free America Rally to hold an event on the steps of the state Capitol building and petition to the Government about the antiWhites working in the STATE OF CALIFORNIA, in the Universities, in the Federal Government, and what they say to further their objective to cause harm on Whites to stop them from being empowered. That event saw another huge crowd of counter-protesters (possibly more at that rally than at the Sacramento Riot), but making the retreat was far more successful than the previous year. Then again in 2016, GSS united in solidarity with the Traditionalist Worker Party (TWP) to rally in protest of Globalism, and to celebrate the freedom of assembly. This rally was an attempt to support Trump’s campaign for the White House, and to protect the right to assembly, and petition to the government.
l. But unfortunately at the June 26, 2016 event, antifa arrived in (perhaps) far greater numbers than before (considering the political climate at the time, as the Democratic-Party-controlled-STATE-OF-CALIFORNIA gave the local and state stand down orders to the law and policy enforcement agencies, bureaus, departments and offices), as this was the era that saw one riot after other across the USA, and thousands turn out to cause damage and wreak havoc on our cities and town community streets in protest of Police brutality, protest against Blue on Black shootings, and to stop Donald J. Trump from being the next President of the United States.
m. In support of the GSS and the cause to secure the existence of White People and all White children, by taking to public spaces for the purpose of rallying others to do the same on June 26, 2016, is the Traditionalist Worker Party.

n. The Traditionalist Worker Party (otherwise known as the “TWP”) was founded in 2015. On its website, TWP gives us some information to explain its purpose and objectives:

The Traditionalist Worker Party stands for strong morals as the bedrock of our society. This morality calls each man, woman and child to abide by principles and values of honor, love, sacrifice and charity. Our Party is made up of members of the traditional faiths of the European people.

We support Law and Order to keep our communities secure, self-defense so that every family can protect itself, and the nation and laws that will strengthen the family unit economically, socially, physically and spiritually.

Only by securing a Homeland for our national community, run for and by our people with true self-determination, can we truly have a future for our blood and our culture. We are unapologetically nationalists, fighting to secure the existence of our people and a future for White children. Every one of our policies and platform planks is built upon achieving the goal of a better, happier, healthier, and brighter future for our children.

o. Both the TWP and GSS united in solidarity to assemble on the steps of the state Capitol building, despite the expectation of there being a large turnout of counter protestors. GSS has already experienced past assemblies on the steps there, only to face a large crowd of angry and
threatening counter protestors. But this is the first rally GSS would have with the TWP. The duo triggered the attention of many who would see the rally of united GSS and TWP members and supporters as unacceptable.

p. During a time when several cities were already being hit hard with riots and violent street clashes between protestors and the police, the GSS and TWP members and supporters set plans up to assemble at a rally on the steps of the state Capitol building in Sacramento, California. But unfortunately, the police were unable to stop the counter protestors from shutting the event down using deadly force, despite the ability to do so. Instead, the police did nothing, or not enough to prevent the crimes that would later be shown in videos and photos and explained by multiple eye witnesses who came forward. Men and women from both sides got hurt when the state and local police failed to provide the security required, and that is why this report is available to the public.

q. Sacramento was the center of violence that could have been prevented had the right number of police presence and better local and state planning been implemented knowing the outcome of past rallies that GSS had held, and that the USA was already experiencing one riot after the other just within the past few years leading up to the June 26, 2016 event.

3 The Right Of The People Peaceably To Assemble and Those Who Oppose It-

a. The following is the report on a past event, we shall refer to in this report as the "UNITED STAND FOR FREEDOM" rally, scheduled legally by the GSS and TWP to protest globalism, corporate corruption, and to protect the right to assemble, and the right to petition the Government. The event was also to support the campaign for Donald J. Trump to win the White House, and to help bring National pride back to the People by standing on the steps of the state Capitol building in Sacramento, California on June 26, 2016 in solidarity to meet those objectives.

Figure 4

GSS promoted the June 26, 2016 event to be held on the steps of the state Capitol for a "UNITED STAND FOR FREEDOM" rally at the permitted time of 11:00 am. The above Figure 5 shows the GSS website promoting the rally to the public.
b. The event held by the two groups was legal and permitted by the CHP. The permit was through ______________ and at the cost of ____________ the deposit in the amount of ________, which is important, because this was the step required for GSS and TWP members and supporters to assemble on the steps of the state Capitol building. This report is to help us gather the facts for the 'Statement of Facts' that will serve us in Court to prosecute the Wrongdoers for their conduct that caused damages as a result of assembling on the steps of the state Capitol building. The purpose of the Court is to seek remedy for the damages caused by the Wrongdoers.

c. The following report is on the event now commonly referred to as “The Battle of Sacramento” and “The Sacramento Riot”. The objective of this report is to show the Court who the Wrongdoers are, and what had occurred leading up to the injuries and crimes that were committed by them.

d. On ______, GSS and TWP acquired their permit from __________________ to hold a peaceful rally on the steps of the state Capitol Building in Sacramento, California on June 26, 2016 at 11:00 in the morning at 1315 10th Street, Sacramento, California.

Figure 5

*The TWP also promoted the June 26, 2016 event to be held on the steps of the state Capitol for the "UNITED STAND FOR FREEDOM" rally, and acquire the permitted time of 11:00 am. The above Figure 4 shows the TWP website promoting the rally to the public.*

e. The members and supporters of the TWP and GSS believed then, as they believe now, that they were completely in accordance to the Preamble to the Constitution for the united states of America, which is as follows:
“We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the united states of America.”

f. Members and supporters of GSS and TWP, not only are active politically and racially, they believe that they are the true backbone to the Preamble to the Constitution for the united states of America. It is men like those who united as GSS and TWP (for example) who had fully taken the Preamble to mean acting the part, by promoting the general Welfare, by being a part of a cause that legally assembles, which is protected by the Bill of Rights.

g. The United Nations (UN) is a Globalist's government, advocating for "Global citizenship", that does NOT honor the Bill of Rights. And the GSS and TWP members and supporters were advocating something that the UN opposes. The United Nations also does not accept opposition to its Globalist agenda. Which is why the Sacramento event that GSS and TWP aimed to hold was unacceptable.

h. The UN is the Globalist's central rally point, while each state in the United States is considered by them as the central rally point for the "Nationalists", and "racists", and "White Supremacists" they repeat threats of murder to. The UN also wants to abolish the states, and take all individual sovereignty away from man and woman, in order to subject them to the Global debt system that will be ran as a corporatocracy, which is true fascism. "Fascism should more properly be called corporatism, since it is the merger of state and corporate power", Benito Mussolini said. True fascism is the state being the STATE OF CALIFORNIA (for example) serving as a brand for the Globalists' Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) that is considered by them to be the "Book" of all books, as it holds the codes that are above all other codes and laws. Getting the man and woman to comply to the Uniform Commercial Code will cause them to be subjects of the STATE OF CALIFORNIA, rather than provided access to the California state Constitution (1849) and the Bill of Rights.

![UN Flag](image)

Figure 6

The United Nations (UN) is a Globalist's government, advocating for "Global citizenship", that does NOT honor the Bill of Rights. And the GSS and TWP members and supporters were advocating something that the UN opposes when they were attacked by those who support and advocate for its agenda. The United Nations also does not accept opposition to its Globalist agenda. Note the above Figure 6, showing the UN flag rendering planet Earth covered by a spider web. Consider it the cobweb system of debt!
i. The United Nations was established at a San Francisco Conference in 1945, in response to the end of World War I and World War II. Several of its founders were discovered by the United States Senate since then to having been Communist Party USA members. Of the 17 individuals identified by the Senate’s US State Department as having helped shape the policy in the USA for the creation of the United Nations, all but one were later identified as secret members of the Communist Party USA.

j. In 1945, the Globalists united to form the United Nations upon signing into international law, the ‘Charter Of The United Nations’. Sovereign states, like Texas and California, were to surrender their Republic status under the collective commonwealth of the United Nations once its inhabitants are no longer free and sovereign. Once the states lose their People to debt under the Uniform Commercial Code, the United Nations’ UNITED STATES can enforce the Penal Code system that will put them all in check, eventually to the point of submitting them all to the Charter of the United Nations.
k. What is the Charter of the United Nations? The Charter of the United Nations is a compilation of articles describing the recipe for controlling the races and nations of planet Earth, and for controlling every individual man and individual woman of the World into a united debt system. This united debt system is created when and by instructing those who adhere to the Charter of the United Nations, and those who assemble into the cobweb of contracts, which subjects them to the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), which makes them subjects of the Charter meant to create a One World Government. Already, we get the United Nations’ objective by reading its Charter’s Article 1, “To maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to take effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace, and to bring about by peaceful means, and in conformity with the principles of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement of international disputes or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace;”

l. Sovereign men, sovereign women and sovereign Governments wonder how much longer there is before they are deemed a threat to the “collective’s” peace for not accepting their type of justice and their perceived principles enforced by those in control of the UN Government.

m. It is the UN’s objective to unite the People[s] of the World, without their say-so, and force the UN Charter on them. Our Preamble to the Constitution for the United States of America is for the “People”, NOT “Peoples”. Our Constitution gives us the words of those who fought for our right to be a sovereign People. And our Forefathers and Foremothers are the ones who gave us that right. It was NOT the Constitution that gave us our rights, but our People [“The People”] who fought and toiled hard and desperately to Established Justice and ensure domestic Tranquility, to provide for the common defense of their Posterity [those who claim to be their Race and Nation]. The Charter of the United Nations aims to, instead, take our sovereignty away from us through the Uniform Commercial Code and United States Code.

n. The UCC and USC are debt systems. They are oppressive systems of debt binding the subjected debtors to their debt system. The enforcers of that debt system is the UNITED NATIONS, and its UNITED STATES, along with its STATE OF CALIFORNIA. And those who are submitted are to become the Global “slave” citizens of the world united to work for the Bolshevik’s [“majority’s”] communist/fascist corporate-welfare State.

o. The very danger and threat that sovereign Governments and sovereign Countries see in the United Nations’ takeover, is the absolute control and oppression of those who express their views outside of the United Nations Charter as free and sovereign man or sovereign woman. The United Nations’ debt system opposes the sovereignty of man, woman, Nation and Government. Those Nations and Governments who submitted to the UN Charter are threatened attack by its own “peace keeping” Forces that it has to snatch up any outspoken protestors from stirring the wrong kind of trouble for their own political and social legitimacy. The UN is allowed by various occupied debtor Governments to occupy the Country and take its own citizens away at will, for the objective to secure “peace”, being the absence of resistance to a Global communist/fascist takeover of the UN objective, as outlined in the UN Charter, and enforced by UN Peacekeepers from the United Nations Army.
In 1947, a Document was published called, “Design for Europe”. It promotes a United Nations Army. The United Nations Army was eventually inaugurated in 1993, leading to the creation of the European Economic Community (EEC), The Treaty of Rome and the Treaty to Establish the European Union (EU). The implementation of the EEC and EU have both been absolutely crucial for Communism and World Dictatorship through the United Nations Army as well.

Submitting to the United Nations Charter is surrendering the Sovereignty of the California Republic, the United States of America, to include the sovereignty of the individual man and individual woman to the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), United States Code (USC) and Penal Code system created to punish those who violate them. And it would be under the heel of these jackbooted UN Peacekeepers that the UCC, USC and Penal Code system would be enforced upon all subjected citizens across the USA, Canada and Europe.

The GSS and TWP had a permit to rally on the steps of the state Capitol building in order to stop those Peacekeepers from imposing the Charter of the United Nations on the free man and free woman, and to promote putting a stop to their Globalist leaders seeking to destroy the sovereignty of the California state under the over-imposing UCC and USC. The GSS and TWP members and supporters also had the permit to use the state Capitol to warn the People of the Globalist's objective to strip their sovereign and inalienable rights to life, liberty, and pursuit of happiness, found in the right to access individual liberty, sovereignty and identity. The platform of the rally set for June 26, 2016 was for protesting the Globalist's objective to subjugate the man and woman to the Uniform Commercial Code and United States Code, which would place them into the debt system of the World Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF) controlled by the United Nations.
In 1947, a Document was published called “Design for Europe”, promoting the United Nations Army. The United Nations Army was eventually inaugurated in 1993. The creation of the EEC, The Treaty of Rome and the Treaty to Establish the European Union has been absolutely crucial for the plans for Communism and World Dictatorship to be secured by this United Nations Army and its “UN Peacekeepers”. The UN is even allowed by various occupied debtor Governments to occupy the Country and take its own citizens away at will, for the objective to secure “peace” (being the absence of resistance to Global communist/fascist takeover of the UN objective, as outlined in the Charter of the United Nations. This United Nations Army will be the primary fighting Force against those men and women who fail to submit to the United Nations Charter across the United States of America, Canada and the European Union, whereon the UCC is imposed. Which is bad news for the future of White men, White women and White children [The People] across Europe and North America.

s. The United Nations already destroyed two free nations (Rhodesia and South Africa), two nations which were not politically correct and too White. Both Rhodesia and South Africa were forced to their knees as a result, while the EU and USA Medias were completely quiet about it, and tried at best to cover up the issue of White genocide. The media in the USA, Canada and EU ran with the narrative that those who talk about it are “evil White racist Neo-Nazis”, which helped agitate and rally those who want to hurt Nazis.

t. It was one of the biggest cover-ups of our time. Covering up the atrocities of White genocide in Rhodesia and South Africa caused by the United Nations is expected of such a Government that advocates for the overthrow of free-White and sovereign men, women, Governments and Countries. It is no conspiracy theory that Marxism calls for the complete and total annihilation of the White Race. Of the 17 individuals identified by the US State Department as having helped shape US policy leading to the creation of the United Nations, all but one were later identified as secret members of the Communist Party USA. Joining them in the endeavor to destroy the existence of the White Race were 43 members of the ultra-influential, ultra-pro-socialist, globalist think-tank, the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), (6 of the 43 CFR members having the additional distinction of membership in the Communist Party USA) were all present at the UN’s founding conference. Also, the UN’s first Secretary General and orchestrator of the San Francisco conference was the man later convicted as a Soviet agent.

u. The United Nations started out as a future problem for the sovereignty of the United States of America and each state at the very beginning of its founding. The United Nations started out
as a future problem for the individual liberty, sovereignty and identity of man and woman around the World too. And the power that the United Nations has in influencing and propping up issues and those who implement securing events that the manufactured issues develop, comes from very powerful insider groups with deep pockets. Since 1946, the ideological makeup of the UN’s leadership has been constant. In its 71 year history, all Secretary Generals of the UN have either been dedicated socialists or communists. Added that to those numbers are the 15 of the UN Under-Secretary-Generals for Political and Security Council Affairs (the UN’s military boss) having been communists, with all but one from the Soviet Union/Russian Federation. Another hard number to add, is that, two thirds of the membership in the General Assembly, the Security Council, and in the World Court have always been representatives of socialist and communist nations.

v. It was a pro-antifa United Nations which had some supporters working in the STATE OF CALIFORNIA and UNITED STATES at the time of the Sacramento Riot who are the ones who counter protested GSS and TWP on the steps of the state Capitol building. Several groups in support of the United Nations Charter united under the antifa flag to cause injury on their opposition. The Globalist's were not willing to let GSS and TWP assemble because they are considered a threat, among others, to the United Nations. The United Nations defended itself by sending in antifa to its defense by chanting the objective to murder "Nationalists", "White Supremacists", "racists", "bigots", "homophobes" and "fascists" to violently stop the rally against them from happening. And whenever a group aims to protest against the Globalist's agenda, antifa comes out in full battle mode to shut them down chanting "death to the..." same.

w. The UN and antifa are an extreme threat to individual liberty, sovereignty and identity, sharing similar objectives, considering that they communicate so well with one another. The UN even has recruiting interests for antifa members and supporters, and bringing them under a payroll via other organizations is far more likely for the strengthening of the United Nations Army. The UN's interest in antifa for strengthening the United Nations Army is also for sure an observable fact! It is already taking advantage of antifa, and has taken a bold stand to finally feel it can threaten the USA with action if its heritage of racism gets worse than it is now.

x. Men and women (in support of the GSS and TWP rally on the steps of the state Capitol building) claim to be part of the Posterity that a bold and militant attack group called “Antifa-BAMN” aims to destroy by any means. Supporters and members of GSS and TWP, as well as many other men, including many women who have never heard of them all before, sees the trampling of the USA Flag by Antifa-BAMN, suppression of free speech and right to assemble, and the absence of one’s sovereignty rights, to include the destruction they cause on cities, towns and private property Worldwide, as a domestic terror threat. Men and women all over the World sees the same as the GSS and TWP, which is shared by many others not affiliated, that the People have the right to assemble on the state Capitol building, and that they had every right to be where they were at on the Land of the California Republic, and to defend our Posterity from all enemies, both foreign and domestic. And the Bill of Rights served them and every innocent man and innocent women thereon the state Capitol grounds in Sacramento, California, who assembled to petition to the government, and to protest the tyranny that was
imposed on those who looked like they were proWhite, proTrump, or part of the “fascist Nazis” being targeted especially, and to defend their rights by any means necessary. It was also the United Nations supported Antifa-BAMN militant group that was used to suppress those who opposed the UN objective of peace through collective unity and “cooperation”.

4 Antifa-BAMN And Other AntiWhites
a. Before the Sacramento event was to be held on a future date, GSS and TWP made a public announcement about it that quickly spread to federal, state and local law and policy enforcement. As soon as the word got out to antifa and BAMN, the threats of retaliation for a premeditated assault was announced. All over the Bay Area and Sacramento Area, flyers and posters were dropped promoting violent reaction against the peaceful protestors.

b. The Anti-Defamation League (ADL) announced the protest as a "Nazi rally" and "White Supremacist rally"; thus, furthering the escalation of the conflict. Any evidence that the GSS and TWP have their talking points pointing them out as "Nazis" and "White Supremacists", because that would clear up the ADL from being part of the instigation between those who were hunting to kill "Nazis" and "White Supremacists" on the state Capitol in Sacramento, California.

c. Right now, antifa, BAMN, SPLC, ADL and the United Nations are using the same talking points—and they share similar actions and political objectives too! MSNBC made a statement: "Fuck you @RealDonaldTrump Nazi Nazi fuck Nazi Nazi RACIST Nazi BIGOT go fuck yourself fucking Nazi fuckers". Even members of the United States Congress are supporting antifa's objectives. A Republican Congressman in Virginia (5th District) Tweeted: "I'm ANTI-FAscism! That makes me #ANTIFA! If you are too, like and retweet, if not, maybe you're pro-fascism. We are the 99% !"

d. The United Nations has taken its position with antifa, to the point that it has laid threatening remarks in response to the growing numbers of White Nationalist organizations and American Nationalists across the USA. A U.N. panel came out with a statement claiming, as follows:

- "...the failure at the highest political level of the United States of America to unequivocally reject and condemn racist violent events and demonstrations...the Government of the United States of America, including high-level politicians and public officials...unequivocally and unconditionally reject and condemn racist hate speech and racist crimes."

e. In addition to the added statements made by the United Nations, it claims that "A UN committee tasked with combatting racism has issued a formal 'early warning' over conditions in the United States, a rare move often used to signal the potential of a looming civil conflict. The United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination said it had invoked its 'early warning and urgent action procedure' because of the proliferation of racist demonstrations in the US"
The figures above shows the trending public awareness of the UN condemning Trump in 2017 for the riots but not antifa; when in fact, in 2016 under the rule of the Democratic Party, the USA was already suffering under one race riot after the other for the past several years.

f. The United Nations further adds, "We are alarmed by the racist demonstrations, with overtly racist slogans, chants and salutes by white nationalists, neo-nazis, and the Ku Klux Klan, promoting white supremacy and inciting racial discrimination and hatred."

g. The UN further went on urging the United States to, "ensure that such rights are not misused to promote racist hate speech and racist crimes."

h. Hence it is clear, the United Nations is using the same talking points as antifa!! The United Nations is threatening the United States of occupation if it does not fix the racial tension. And from the UN comments, that effort to smash racism is at the expense of White people.

i. The UN has a lot of help in the USA. The help they get comes from the SPLC and the ADL. Both the SPLC and ADL are UN loyalists. They help the UN by putting out reports on activities conducted by various groups and individuals who oppose its Charter and its Globalist agenda. The SPLC and ADL put out hit lists on groups throughout the USA that are Right Wing, antiGlobal, Nationalistic; and they are going after individuals who subscribe to racist rhetoric, and fascist ideals, or are unaccepting of the UN narrative of peace through occupation under the debt system. The SPLC and ADL both have their hit lists that are effectively being used by those who also support the UN and its Charter, such as gangs, businesses, and law and policy enforcement. The team effort is apparent, the SPLC has taken on the groups across the USA, while the ADL has taken on going after the individuals. As we shall see further in.

j. The SPLC and ADL are open advocates against White people. The SPLC and ADL even shares talking points with Antifa-BAMN. This means that the SPLC and ADL are both (as with the Democratic Party and the State of California) recognized as the Antifa-BAMN militant group described in this report.

k. We know that the SPLC and ADL both want to kill members and supporters of the GSS and TWP. We know the relationship that they had with the Democratic Party, antifa, and many officials working in the State of California at the time of the Sacramento Riot. In fact, some
rumors have it (based off of their own websites) that the ADL and SPLC are Jewish Supremacist organizations. Which is why we cannot continue this report without first laying the claim that the SPLC and ADL have provided the Antifa-BAMN militants with racist hit lists. These racist hit lists are considered by many, a telling sign of the new stage in the new normal across the USA. That new normal is the Third World style crimes being committed across the USA, with the SPLC and ADL both making public, a hit list of their political and racial enemies.

1. As shown in the following figures (Figure 10 and Figure 11), the SPLC has its infamous ACTIVE HATE GROUPS list and the ADL has its hit list of individuals.

![ACTIVE HATE GROUPS](image)

Figure 10
*The Washington Times ran a story about CNN following the Charlottesville event they titled, “Here are all the active hate groups where you live”. CNN also used the SPLC’s ACTIVE HATE GROUPS (“Hate List”) of 917 groups shown above.*
The ADL has a hit list showing the faces of White pride advocates who took to the Internet in 2016 and got Donald J. Trump elected President of the United States. They are the primary targets of the losing Democratic Party.

m. The SPLC and ADL both supports antifa too! Because the SPLC and ADL both have created a "hate map" and "hit list" for antifa and their doxing agents to go after supposed "hate groups", they have taken on the obvious act of aiding domestic terrorists attack US citizens and individual men and women. This is because they [antifa] are attacking innocent men and innocent women who are listed on the SPLC and ADL websites as a threat to them.

n. The SPLC and ADL posted a hit list, which is effectively causing innocent men and innocent women to be targeted by those who are responding to the hate map and hit list. Such as that is totally unacceptable!

o. One close relation we see between antifa and the SPLC is how they communicate with one another. They share similar dialogue and vocabulary. The same language and words used by antifa are used by the SPLC in their message, "More than 1,500 Confederate monuments stand in communities like Charlottesville with the potential to unleash more turmoil and bloodshed,...It’s time to take them down...White supremacists incited deadly violence in Charlottesville, Virginia, last week in defense of a Confederate monument. We must show the country that [your city's or county's name] gives no safe harbor to such hatred. We must remove the monuments at [location]..."
The SPLC promotes White genocide. When the SPLC (or any group) puts out ads which promotes the death and annihilation of White men, White women and White children, there is bound to be opposition coming from White men, White women and White children.

p. The SPLC and ADL have a list of groups and individuals that antifa uses, in order to go after those whom they want to kill. Regardless of whether the group is not racist, or not anti-Semitic. If the SPLC and ADL has them listed, they are assaulted by antifa for rallying in public spaces. And the recent trend over time has shown that the SPLC, ADL and antifa have ONLY gone after White Pride and White Power advocates, White Separatists, White Nationalists and specific Right-Wing groups, or anyone listed as a "racist", "White Supremacist", "Neo-Nazi", "Anti-Semite".

q. There are others who share the same talking points, actions and political objectives as antifa, BAMN, SPLC, ADL and the United Nations who are going after those whom are listed and deemed as a "racist" and "White Supremacist". They are described further in this report. Those who share the same talking points as them are part of what GSS and TWP views as "antiWhite". And to help distinguish those who are supporters of the GSS's and TWP's standing against antiWhite legislation and policies from those who aim to exterminate the White Race, such as the SPLC (See Figure 12) ADL, and the United Nations, all such antiWhites relating to the Sacramento Riot will be grouped into one identity here in this report as "Antifa-BAMN". This means that the SPLC, ADL, United Nations and all of their affiliates and supporters will be identified in this report as "Antifa-BAMN". Even the usage of "antifa" alone in this report shall include the Democratic Party, State of California, United Nations, SPLC and ADL as well.

r. The two groups [antifa and BAMN] are two philosophies merging to form one fighting group. Antifa are merely fascists, neo-fascists, fascist-communists, fascist-Marxists, or fascist-
Bolsheviks, with the word "anti" at the beginning. Antifa is anti-free-speech, anti-White, anti-right-to-assemble, and anti-whoever-is-White. Antifa is also openly pro-Marxism and pro-Bolshevism in Europe, South America, USA and Canada. While BAMN's philosophy is to eliminate White people from the political landscape on the Pacific Southwest, financially secured special interest organizations and groups have used antifa to unite with BAMN for their shared objective. They are both antiWhite and proMarxists, and antifa will help destroy White Power on the Pacific Southwest to help the objective of the Globalists' and their United Nations.

s. The AntiFaschistische Aktion or Anti Fascist Action formed in the early 1930s in response to the National Socialist German Workers Party (NSDAP (Nazi for short)) in Germany, and to oppose Italian fascism. Antifa then spread throughout the rest of the World years later when it was revived after World War II, and again just recently after the Occupy Wall Street movement and Arab Spring, and the Global Recession that they developed out of. Thus, antifa had its start fighting against White Nationalism in Europe since it was created in the early 1930s in response to its rise there.
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Figure 13
*The top photo depicts a 1932 Antifaschistische Aktion conference; the center photo and photo at the bottom both depicts antifa during the same era just before the NSDAP took over Germany in 1933.*

t. The failure and defeat of the Marxist Communists in the 1930s to stop Adolf Hitler, and the rise of National Socialism, gave rise to a movement that would inevitably outlive both him and the Third Reich he and the Germanic peoples had created. Multiple groups then united in
response to the spread of Nazism and Fascism across Europe, forming the “Antifaschistische Kommittees”, which is the now well-known “Antifaschische Aktion”—“antifa” for short. Antifa would experience a collapse of its leadership between late 1945 and early 1946. As a result, antifa would disappear from the political stage for almost four decades!

u. It is believed that today’s antifa bears no resemblance or practical historical connection to the original movement that it bears its name.

v. “Antifa” would rise out of the squatter scene in West Germany during the 1980s in response to the tens of thousands of supporters of far-right groups that would take to the streets, capable of occupying entire city blocks. Antifa also took form as a reaction to the rise of White Nationalism across Europe during that time as well. Antifa would be known since as a reaction to the rise of White unity and act against what the group perceives as “racism”, “bigotry”, “xenophobia”, Anti-Semitism”, “Neo-Nazism”, “White Supremacy”, “misogyny”, and “fascism”.

Figure 14
The 1932 United Front's (or Iron Front's) “March separately, strike together!” logo, as shown in the above campaign poster, shows a group that did not tolerate the Monarchy, Nazism, nor Communism; yet, today's antifa is depicted as being proCommunism. The merger of the two groups [antifa and the United Front] as one modern antifa group today, just goes to show that infighting amongst them is greatly inevitable.
**Figure 15**

The above photo depicts the greatest fear that is now being felt across the USA, as ISIS (shown in the top photo) is depicted wearing similar attire as antifa, complete with a black face mask, black clothes, and total disregard for law and order. Antifa (as shown in the bottom photo) would be the perfect cover for members of ISIS infiltrating street protests and riots (such as the Sacramento Riot in 2016) to cause added terror upon city streets across the USA.

w. Presently, antifa is not just a European phenomenon. Even though antifa supports and fights alongside the Communist YPG in Iraq and Syria, they are supporters of ISIS's rise, and of torture, and of destruction. They are proven dangerous—as dangerous as any ISIS fighter—and are not to be taken lightly like a lot of those memes make them out to be.

x. Antifa would move to the United States of America and begin occupying cities like Seattle, Washington and Berkeley, California. And despite antifa's rebirth on the world stage after its rise and fall after WWII, its rise in 2009 is still not the product of a political victory either, but of defeat. Hence, antifa is a reaction to its defeat to Nazism and global capitalism.

y. In 2008, Free market Capitalism fell in the Great Recession, to be replaced by a Centralized group of for-profit corporate Oligarchs with no allegiance with the local People. The Great Recession of 2008 was caused by the housing market crash, causing tens of millions all over the World to lose their job and millions to lose their home. Millions of homeless took to the streets across the USA in protest as a result. Millions of men and women took to the streets in protest of the collapse they saw as unacceptable, and the People wanted answers they never got. Instead of answers for the housing market crash, People rose up instead. The result was the Occupy Wall Street movement on September 17, 2011 in Zuccotti Park in New York City's Wall Street financial district, and the Arab Spring that started on December 18, 2010 that is still going on to this very day.
With the Great Recession of 2008, the result was the Occupy Wall Street movement on September 17, 2011 in Zuccotti Park in New York City’s Wall Street financial district. The protests began there and quickly spread to almost every major city across the USA, with millions of Americans taking to the streets in protest of the corruption that caused it. The above photo shows a leaderless resistance. The Occupy Wall Street movement was yet to be divided in 2011, even though they did not share the same ideas of resolve, they all agreed that the Global Recession was unacceptable. Following the Occupy Wall Street protests, groups began breaking away into the various extremist groups that we are now seeing on the streets across the USA today.

The Arab Spring started on December 18, 2010 and is still going on to this very day. The photos in the above Figure 13 shows the Arab Spring’s moments in time somewhere in the Middle East. The revolution that is still ongoing means that there in the Middle East, there are soldiers being led by commanders trying to kill their opponents. This chaos has become the new normal in cities across the USA in 2017.
z. Antifa already proved its capabilities to resort to group violence across the USA after the Occupy Wall Street protests of 2011 quieted down in 2012, while the Arab Spring that started in 2010 raged on. One such incident in the USA that involved antifa causing violence on innocent men and innocent women was captured on video surveillance. That incident is now called the 'Ashford House Attack'.

2a. The Ashford House Attack is when on May 19, 2012, 18 masked men and masked women identified as the antifa group “Anti-Racist Action (ARA)” and “Hoosier Anti-Racist Movement (HARM)” raided the Ashford House restaurant in Tinley Park, Illinois, all wielding bats, sticks, police batons, nun chucks and hammers. They targeted eight White men and White women there for a meeting. The attackers assaulted the men and women in the restaurant who were caught off guard. One retired cop who witnessed the whole thing thought it was a terrorist attack. He managed to hit one of the attackers with a chair, knocking him or her out, which caused all of the other attackers to flee. The whole assault lasted for less than 2 minutes. Within less than 2 minutes, the attackers left three people severely injured.
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The above photos, in Figure 18, shows the Ashford House Attack as it happened on May 19, 2012, when 18 masked men and masked women identified as antifa, targeted eight White men and White women there for a meeting. Within less than 2 minutes, the attackers left three people severely injured.

2b. Despite the rhetoric that antifa is just a group of misfits and hooligans “punching Nazis”, while looking like Ninjas, their bold attempt at causing harm on the innocent using baseball bats,
pepper spray and balloons filled with piss and shit, there is much more to consider as a threat to all future free speech rallies. Antifa is not just a group of social justice warriors (SJWs) who scream their eyeballs out at Trump and proWhite rallies. Antifa is not just some cause to be taken lightly! It is a growing fighting force with seemingly endless funds, members and supporters worldwide. And the tactics that antifa uses resembles an evolving military no longer at the doorsteps of our own Country, but they are actually right here in California, and they are elsewhere across the USA and Canada, causing more damage and causing more crimes, as they grow empowered and emboldened with every counter protest, and every protest they attend. Antifa EVEN has the experience required to overthrow a government, as they have proven capable of the People’s overthrow from the state Capitol building on June 26, 2016 as well. Which is the objective of this report, to explain why the GSS and TWP members and supporters are victims of the forced shutdown of their event because of the full scale assault conducted by antifa on June 26, 2016 in Sacramento, California.

2c. So how does antifa operate to be such a huge fighting force? This article in this report will focus on how antifa manages to find the numbers in well-trained and well-coordinated militants to effectively shut down events and cause the havoc and damage across cities, to the point of preventing the government from taking any further action to rescue the innocent men and innocent women they go after.

2d. The Anti-Fascist organization “antifa” is a synthesis of various other organizations and individuals coming together for the objective to fight racism, bigotry, misogyny, homophobia, discrimination of minorities [Blacks, Mongoloids, Brown people, Red “Indigenous” peoples], and to fight capitalism, nationalism, fascism, Nazism, White pride, and White people until they no longer exist.

2e. Antifa militants are recognized by the following patch and flag saying, “ANTIFASCHISCHE AKTION”, showing the red flag over its black shadow, and "ANTI-FASCIST ACTION", such as the recognizable symbol of the Iron Front’s (Eiserne Front) three arrows pointing to the Southwest.
Antifa is a growing fighting force with seemingly endless funds, members and supporters worldwide. Antifa militants are recognized by the following patch and flag saying (as shown in the above photos), “ANTIFASCHISCHE AKTION”, showing the red flag over its black shadow, and "ANTI-FASCIST ACTION", such as the recognizable symbol of the Iron Front's (Eiserne Front) three arrows pointing to the Southwest.

2f. Just before GSS and TWP united to assemble on the steps of the state Capitol building, antifa and BAMN united to counter protest and shut down the event. That all is important to know, because these are the same groups that the GSS and TWP members and supporters, along with the State of California, were preparing for and expecting at the rally.
2g. Antifa and BAMN united various other organizations to fall under their name and banner, and to take militant action in order to shut down a permitted event at the state Capitol building.

2h. The permit was acquired on _______, and the STATE OF CALFORNIA was used by various men and women working within it as employees who took charge of the security of the event, knowing full well of the severity of the situation about to unfold on the steps of the state Capitol. How much money was spent by the State of California to secure the Capitol, and how much money was actually used is important to know? It is important to know, because the plan to secure the event failed on their [the Democratic Party’s] watch.

2h. This report aims to point out the facts of the event that led to the wrongdoings and crimes committed by antifa, BAMN, SPLC, ADL, Democratic Party (DNC), United Nations and the following actors.

2j. To distinguish any other antifascist group elsewhere falling under the antifa flag in Portland, Seattle, Washington D.C., or Chicago, we will refer to the one in California as “Antifa-BAMN”, which are several antiWhite organizations united for the one objected to exterminate the White Race. There is the Brown Berets, La Raza, MEChA and the NCLR (to name a few) all united under the Antifa-BAMN objective to overthrow the White Race from all presence throughout California, and to replace them with nonWhites.

2k. The reason we combine the two organizations into Antifa-BAMN is to show the relationship they created, as the leader of BAMN was to be among the primary organizers and attendees at the event reserved for GSS and TWP.

2l. The leader of the BAMN organization already had a history of inciting violence and admitted to take "militant action" against the GSS and TWP, and anyone who supports them. And the GSS and TWP had every right not to be scared off by her threats, and attend their own permitted rally on the steps of the state Capitol building in Sacramento, California. Thus, GSS and TWP organized themselves to get ready for the violent BAMN leader and her militants, antifa counter protestors, and antiWhite supporters, by arming themselves with the shields they made to deflect the projectiles launched against them. The GSS and TWP members and supporters brought shields with them to the rally, in order to stand up for themselves in support of the Trump campaign, and to protest against Globalism, and to defend the right to assemble and freedom of speech on the steps of the state Capitol building.

2m. The individuals coming together forming into the Antifa-BAMN fighting organization are from very well-known antiWhite organizations, with an already known history of violent action against the USA. Joining the ranks of the Antifa-BAMN fighting group are the Brown Berets, an actively violent militant fighting organization that is already proven to engage with high profile bureaucrats and government officials working within the UNITED STATES and Federal Government. The Brown Berets, along with other organizations sharing Antifa-BAMN objectives, also have some financial support with deep pockets. Which is why it is important to add the Brown Berets into this report, considering they were involved with the crimes that were committed on June 26, 2016 in Sacramento, California as well.

2n. The following (See Figure 20) is one logo and symbol, or emblem the Brown Berets use:
2o. The Brown Berets are a pro-Chicano (Brown Pride) organization that emerged during the Chicano Movement that organized around farm worker’s struggles, educational reform, and anti-war activism during the 1960s. The Brown Berets also shares similar talking points and communication style as antifa, BAMN, SPLC, ADL, DNC, United Nations and mainstream media. The Brown Berets claim they are, "Building a mass militant movement to stop the US war drive, for social change and for revolution is key. Also rebuilding grassroots militant organizations in the community that fight for self-determination, social justice and liberation - not just for reforms. We need an organization that includes the participation of the entire family and that values and promotes the leadership of women."

2p. The Brown Berets first organized as the Chicano Moratorium in protest against the Vietnam War in 1970. A few months later, the National Chicano Moratorium held a protest in which 20,000 Chicanos marched against the high casualty rate of Chicanos in Vietnam and the military draft. The march quickly became chaotic on the streets of Los Angeles when the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department decided to end the event by attacking attendees. As a result of that protest going violent, three Chicano activists were killed (two of them were Brown Berets).
The Brown Berets are a pro-Chicano (Brown Pride) organization that emerged during the Chicano Movement that organized around farm worker’s struggles, educational reform, and anti-war activism during the 1960s. The Brown Berets also shares similar talking points and communication style as antifa. The Brown Berets also reveals the fiercest most brutal acts of violence when they organize into Antifa-BAMN.

2q. The Brown Berets (See Figure 21) are militant activists who take to the streets to show their presence as a combat group willing to use physical force and violence to enforce their own policies. And that they did in 1970. The Brown Berets de Aztlan and other community activist organizations took over a piece of land in Logan Heights (a community of San Diego, California) because the city of San Diego wanted to build a California Highway Patrol Substation. In 1972, police and FBI stopped twenty-six Brown Berets from attempting to take over Santa Catalina Island and claim it for Mexico. Over time, the little piece of land just under the Coronado Bridge, is now called "Chicano Park" (See Figure 18), and is marked by Chicano graffiti-art on the first bridge pillars.

In 1972, police and FBI stopped twenty-six Brown Berets from attempting to take over Santa Catalina Island and claim it for Mexico. The outcome of that attack on U.S. soil in California was that (as shown in the above photos), over time, the little piece of land just under the Coronado Bridge, came to be called "Chicano Park".

2r. In Denver, Colorado, March of 1969, the Crusade for Justice organized the first National Chicano Youth Liberation Conference that drafted the basic premises for the Chicanx Movement in El Plan de Aztlán.

2s. The following month, in April of 1969, over 100 Chicanas/Chicanos united at the University of California, Santa Barbara and formulated a plan for higher education called: El Plan de
Santa Barbara. With this document, they were successful in the development of two very important contributions to the Chicano Movement: "Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlán (MEChA)" and Chicano Studies.

The decision of the name Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlán signaled the telling new level of political consciousness among Chicano and Mestizo [Brown Pride] student activists. It was the final stage in the transformation of what had been loosely organized, local student groups, into a single structure, unified and racially conscious student movement.

Figure 23

The "Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlán" (MEChE) began in April of 1969, when over 100 Chicanas/Chicanos united at the University of California, Santa Barbara and formulated a plan for higher education, signaling the telling new level of political consciousness among Chicano and Mestizo [Brown Pride] student activists.
2u. We cannot comprehend the Brown Pride movement without first learning some things about Aztlán (See Figure 24). Aztlán was the homeland of the Mexica, which is geographically the Southwestern United States and Northern Mexico. The Brown Pride movement exclaims that Aztlán is not a defined territory. “Instead, it is an idea that unifies all Raza as a sacred place of origin, to which Raza espouse a physical connection. Aztlán is the common homeland and is the place of the collective experience and social praxis. Raza communities, barrios, and colonias, share similar problems such as poverty, a need for bilingual and culturally-relevant education, and constant vigilance against racism, amongst others.”

2v. MEChA held a National Conference on March 15-18, 2001 to ratify the official MEChA Philosophy, stating that, “as Mechistas, we vow to work for the liberation of Aztlán.” We also know that the philosophy calls for the Brown Pride movement to unite eight or nine states,
such as California, Arizona, Colorado, Texas, Utah, New Mexico, Washington and Oregon into a unified Aztlan.

2w.MEChA members consider themselves “La Raza” or “Raza” to mean exactly that they are racists, and they are racially conscious in their endeavors and objectives. Their objectives are primarily to redeem their race’s Homeland of their indigenous ancestors who originated in the areas that are now Mexico, Southwestern United States, and Texas; therefore, there is no room for White men, White women, and White children in the ethno-country/ethno-state called “Aztlan”.

Updated September 30, 2017
2x. The same chant, "the People united, will never be defeated!", that the Brown Pride movement says at their demonstrations is the same chant we hear coming from the Antifa-
BAMN attackers on June 26, 2016 in Sacramento, California. We also heard men and women who held elite positions in Universities and political parties speak to antiWhite audiences long before the event held in Sacramento, telling the Brown Pride movement to brave the days ahead. The speakers weren’t holding back from telling us that, they do NOT want to live among White people. They openly claim to hate us, and they claim that we are going to be conquered as a result of their growing Brown Pride movement.

"We remain a hunted People. Now you think we have a destiny to fulfill in this land. That has historically been ours' for 40 thousand years. This is our homeland! We cannot, we will not, and we must not be made illegal in our own homeland. We are not immigrants that came from another country to another country. We are migrants free to travel the length and breathe of the Americas because we belong here. We are millions! We just have to survive! We have an aging White America. They are not making babies. They are dying. It's a matter of time. The explosion is in our population!" Professor of the University of Texas, Arlington

"And those rednecks that are out their making decisions for the betterment of the communities will think twice before they push forward in immigrant legislation against our community. You can be as revolutionary as you want! You can be Chicano Nationalists. You can believe in the concept of Aztlan. You can believe in the concept of multiculturalism. We don't have to give our lives. We are not at that point. But we can give a little to Aztlan!" Speaker of the State Assembly for the State of California

"Why do you fight so hard for affirmative action programs?’ I tell my White colleagues, "Because you're gonna need them! ....We are in a civil war...." Chairman CA Democratic Party
2y. California Governor Jerry Brown, a member of the Democratic Party, made public a new state budget that projected nonWhite Latinos, nonWhite Hispanics, Chicanos, and Mestizos as becoming the largest single racial/ethnic group in the state, making up 39% of the state’s population. Whites in California will now be only the second state, behind New Mexico, where Whites are not the majority, and the Brown race are the plurality, meaning they are not more than half but they comprise the largest percentage of any group.

2z. The rise of the La Raza movement is taking hold on the Southwest of the USA. They are rising up! They are taking to the streets, and to the individual Chicano and Mestizo, in order to rally them for their Aztlan, while advocating to be patient for the White Race to disappear. This concept being taught on California streets and in public schools is what GSS and TWP had the permit to protest against. GSS and TWP members and supporters believe that the rise of La Raza is not good for the USA, it is not good for White people, and it is not good for Trump supporters and those who advocate for the right to assemble and free speech. The local and state policy and law enforcement were well aware of the connection between Antifa-BAMN and the La Raza and Aztlan movement, and where its philosophy and objectives comes from. The GSS and TWP members and supporters too were well aware of the connection between the antifa militants and the BAMN militants with the Chicano and Mestizo Nationalists in California. But it was the local and state officials in the State of California who gave stand-down orders to the local and state policy and law enforcement agencies, bureaus, departments and offices and watch the may-lay unfold, as the two rival groups fight it out on the state Capitol and surrounding communities.

3a. Within Antifa-BAMN are radical Chicano and Mestizo Nationalists. These Chicano and Mestizo Nationalists are advocating for their Aztlan and the bandito revolutionaries of the past who fought against the USA. Among the historic figures revered among the Chicano and Mestizo Nationalists, one took on the U.S. Army in 1916. But the chain of events leading up to the historic conflict between the Chicano and Mestizo Mexicans and the U.S. Army was discovered as a call for a surprise attack on the USA.

3b. In early 1915, at the height of the Mexican Revolution, a Mexican national was arrested in McAllen, Texas. A onetime beer distributor in the Duval County town of San Diego, he was a follower of a deposed Mexican president. In his possession was the Plan de San Diego, which was a revolutionary manifesto calling for the liberation of Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California, and Colorado.

3c. This Mexican Nationalist captured in the United States had exposed the starting date of the invasion to be February 20 at 2 a.m. The objective only lacked a Supreme Revolutionary Congress appointed military commander to raise an armed force. The plan also called for a race war; immediate death of all Anglo males [White men] over sixteen, as well as “traitors to the race.” Loyal Mexican Americans, Blacks, Japanese and Indians would be welcome to join the ranks.

3d. The Mexican Nationalist was incapable of achieving the plan’s objectives. There was no invasion and no revolt because he was charged with conspiracy to levy war, with his bond being set at $5,000.00. The bail was eventually reduced to $100, and he was let free to never implement his plans to overthrow the United States.

3e. In March 1916, a Mexican revolutionary raided Columbus, New Mexico. In response, the U.S. sent out an Expedition deep into Mexico to catch him. When the United States failed to catch him in Mexico, the Mexican government under President Carranza responded by resuming
raids northward. That situation almost escalated to the verge of formal war had it not been for the resolve of diplomacy.

3f. Since October 1915, tension between the United States and the Mexican revolutionaries had been growing. The tension was escalated when the United States officially recognized the revolutionary’s rival and former ally Venustiano Carranza as head of the government of Mexico. The United States had also provided rail transportation through the United States, from Eagle Pass, Texas to Douglas, Arizona, for the movement of more than 5,000 Carrancista forces to fight the revolutionaries at the Battle of Agua Prieta. The Mexican revolutionaries’ own elite División del Norte was smashed. In retaliation, the Mexican revolutionaries began attacking U.S. nationals and their property in northern Mexico. Then on November 26, 1915, the Mexican revolutionaries sent a force to attack the city of Nogales and while ensuing battle with American forces before withdrawing.

3g. On January 11, 1916, near Santa Isabel, Chihuahua, sixteen American employees of the American Smelting and Refining Company were captured by the same Mexican revolutionaries. They were then stripped and executed. This caused the United States to respond. The United States called forth Brigadier General John J. Pershing, commanding the district headquartered at Fort Bliss, Texas, to receive information that the Mexican revolutionaries have a new force harassing Americans on the border.

3h. At about 4:00 am on March 9, 1916, Mexican revolutionaries attacked Columbus, New Mexico, Camp Furlong and the U.S. Army post there, where four troops, which is about 240 soldiers of the 13th Cavalry Regiment, had been stationed since September 1912. The attack left ten civilians and eight soldiers killed, and two civilians and six soldiers wounded. The Mexican revolutionaries then burned the town, stole the people’s horses and their mules, and they seized machine guns, ammunition and merchandise. They then fled south back into Mexico.

3i. These are the various reasons why the Republican Party, and other Parties, along with Trump supporters, are viewing the Democratic Party as the Party of the Globalists. The Democratic Party is already behind the La Raza philosophy, and because of that, they do not want the United States to build the wall along the southern border. GSS and TWP taking to the steps of the state Capitol building stood against the Democratic Party’s and La Raza’s objectives, which is why we saw the scale and magnitude of the Battle of Sacramento on June 26, 2016, 100 years after the failed Mexican revolutionaries were chased off.

3j. Now we have evidence showing us who the advocates and supporters of the Mexican raiders are, as they speak to the then NCLR, that is now Unido U.S. The following are some Democrats and supporters of Globalism that are bolstering the rise of the La Raza movement to meet their obvious shared objectives, which explains why they are all speaking to the same Chicano and Mestizo Nationalist group, such as what the National Council of La Raza is.

3k. Antifa is what "The Establishment" (so-called) and Democratic Party are using to bolster their power base. The Democratic Party (to include Republican Party members and supporters), and others who advocate for "Globalism" (such as the United Nations) uses antifa to stop their political opponents by any means necessary. In that process, the Democratic Party and some Republican Party members and supporters, along with the United Nations, unites BAMN, La Raza, Black Lives Matter, MEChA, NCLR, Bolshevik and Marxist organizations, Anarchists, gang members, ISIS sympathizers, LGBT activists, and the city and state police (even), to bolster their power and control over the government. And the mainstream and social Medias
[CNN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, MTV, VIACOM, Facebook, Twitter, and Google] are with antifa to silence and cover up the violence and crimes that they commit to protect the politicians protecting them in return.
The Democratic Party and some Republican Party members and supporters, along with members of Congress and the United Nations, have united BAMN, La Raza, Black Lives Matter, MEChA, NCLR, Bolshevik and Marxist organizations, Anarchists, gang members, ISIS sympathizers, LGBT activists, and the city and state police (even), to bolster their power and control over the government.

31. Members of the Democratic Party [Democratic National Committee (DNC)], along with other Globalists, spoke to La Raza and the Brown Pride movement for their added support; yet, their philosophy advocates against White people. The speakers and awardees shown in the above...
photo (See Figure 25), are not merely ordinary members of the Democratic Party, Secretary of State, state Attorney General, or United States Senators speaking for and in behalf of the La Raza movement. The speakers and awardees shown in the above photos advocate for La Raza, while speaking about how Whites are racist against people of color. They spoke out against Colonialism, against the oppression of Amerindians (so-called "Native Americans"), and against the slave trade. They talk about racism against all other races, but leave out that racism against Whites exists too. They never mention that! Instead, the Democratic Party and its members and supporters are instigating conflict against Whites by rallying nonWhite and antiWhite groups to fight White men and White women.

3m. The various openly antiWhite organizations [Brown Berets, MEChE, La Raza, NCLR, and the Democratic Party] throughout California are believed to have united under the Antifa-BAMN militant organization, and are not excluded from being considered at fault for the crimes committed on June 26, 2016 in Sacramento. And the damage they caused on our city streets and property is unacceptable! Antifa-BAMN is not just some cowardly counter protest group. They put out leaflets and posters throughout California to show their intent to stop the peaceful assembly of a permitted group of men trying to petition to the Government. The Antifa-BAMN members and supporters stuck leaflets, flyers and posters along streets and avenues, on trees, light poles, walls, on park benches and on cars. They flooded cities and towns with these posters. The posters called for the killing of White men, White women, and White children. They called for the annihilation of White people from their presence. The posters advocated for violence. This was not just a threat from some unknown organizations! These threats came from militant organizations with a past that tells us they will attempt to use physical force to even kill or be killed to win.

3n. Antifa-BAMN were militants attacking permitted political action groups at the state Capitol! They have proven in their own words written on the leaflets, flyers and posters they had put up all over the Bay Area and Sacramento to not shy from telling it how it is across the USA, that they are going to commit a crime, they are going to hurt others, and try and kill those who attempt to stand on the steps of the state Capitol building in support of White pride. The local and state law enforcement agencies, bureaus, departments and offices were already provided the visual evidence of a premeditated, well calculated attack on anyone who looks like a proud White man or proud White woman on the steps of the California state Capitol building.

3o. The following (See Figure 26), are those posters that were up at the time of and soon after the failed security for the People to assemble on the steps of the California state Capitol building:
SUNDAY JUNE 26TH
SHUT DOWN NAZI RALLY!

On Sunday, June 26th, members of the Traditionalist Workers Party, Golden State Skinheads, Blood & Honor, National Socialist Movement and Ku Klux Klan will be holding a rally at the California State Capitol. NAZIS FROM ALL OVER THE WEST COAST ARE COMING!!!! Antifa Sacramento is organizing a direct action to confront these bigots, deny them a platform to promote hate and to make sure they know they are not welcome on our streets or in our communities.

We are calling to everyone, young and old, regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation or identity, religion or lack of or to unite.

FIGHTING FASCISM IS A MORAL DUTY, NOT A POLITICAL ONE!! IGNORING THEM ONLY PERPETUATES WHITE SUPREMACY!!!

STATE CAPITOL
9:00 AM SHARP - WEST SIDE STEPS
FOR MORE INFO: WWW.ANTIFASAC.WEEBLY.COM

SHUT DOWN THE NAZI RALLY
On June 26th 2016, the Traditionalist Workers Party (TWP) is planning a rally at the California State Capitol. The founder of TWP is Matthew Heimbach who is closely affiliated with several white power and neo Nazi groups throughout the United States including The Nordic, Golden State Skinheads, National Socialist Movement, California Skinheads, Blood & Honor and the Ku Klux Klan. Heimbach has also attended a black female protestor at a Donald Trump rally in Louisville, Kentucky earlier this year.

SMASH THE WHITE
PROPAGATION OF WHITES IS PROPAGATION OF HATRED, OPPRESSION, HOMOPHOBIA, SEXISM, TRANSPHOBIA, RACISM, ABLEISM, #FCKWHITEPEOPLE

THIS WILL NOT BE TOLERATED YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!

Updated September 30, 2017
3p. BAMN’s flyers, brochures, pamphlets, leaflets, programs, what its manifesto says, the charter or bylaws all prove intent. The intent is violence to stop GSS and TWP members and supporters their right of movement and security on the steps of the state Capitol building.

3q. The June 26, 2016 event was the historical new normal for the way things are going to go from now on across the United States of America and California. The intent to harm others for their views and the color of their skin is proven in the actions of the Antifa-BAMN militants’ unquestionable boldness to commit a crime of assaulting the Posterity of the People on the steps the state Capitol building in front of the entire World to see! There were reporters and camera crews from every direction; there were observers and surveillance and security cameras covering the entire Capitol grounds, and there was the state and local law and policy enforcement agencies, bureaus, departments and offices watching the event unfold too. The attack on GSS and TWP was unlawful, illegal, and the crime must not be left unpunished, because that too was viewed before the World to witness that they were attacked and left to die by the State of California!!

3r. The connection between the Antifa-BAMN militants and officials in the State of California sharing the intent to continue harming their opposition is unacceptable!! We can repeat their speeches, and read their comments and articles to prove that they aimed to use physical violence against their enemy and the undeniable, irrefutable evidence that they shared the action of carrying out the crime together. The facts are in this report—the Antifa-BAMN militants tried to kill, while the State of California was not able to stop them, while the
Democratic Party had their own Party members positioned in offices—and there are Wrongdoers to be exposed and brought before the public to face Justice because of that! And by Wrongdoers, we are implying the men and women, and their spouses, who work for the STATE OF CALIFORNIA, or have participated in the attacks with Antifa-BAMN, and have proven to have supported or advocated the crimes we all saw committed by them on June 26, 2016 in Sacramento, California.

5 The Intent To Kill-

a. There is no denying it. There is a new normal across the USA. It is the rising numbers taking sides with their own protest organization. From the leaderless Occupy Wall Street protests in 2011, to now distinct protest groups based on their own grievances in 2017, we have the growing conflict of division taking on as antifa, Black Lives Matter (BLM), La Raza, White Nationalism and American Nationalism across the USA. There is antifa going about on its own to riot in cities across the USA; there is the Black Lives Matter movement going about on its own to riot in cities across USA; there is the La Raza movement going about rioting across the USA, and there is the White Nationalist, White Power and Trump supporter movements being attacked by all of them. The new normal across the USA is that, whenever White Nationalists and American Nationalists hold a rally, antifa, BLM or La Raza shows up to counter protest.

b. Often, the rally is comprised of merely 5 to 100 White Nationalists or White Power advocates, met with 20-1,000 counter protestors. These counter protestors arrive in greater numbers for the objective to assault those attending the rally. While Antifa-BAMN, La Raza and BLM tries to kill White men, White women and White children for rallying, the surrounding community can’t figure out why they would want to kill? And the question often arises when the surrounding community suffers from the result or aftermath, “why would they want to kill GSS and TWP members and supporters?”

c. Knowing full well why the Antifa-BAMN militants wanted to kill the GSS and TWP members and supporters on June 26, 2016, will not change the fact that they wanted to kill and were trying to. This is a report not to delve into why they want to kill, because they admitted their intent to kill—and without any arrests being made when they were trying to do it! This report is about providing the People with the facts leading up to the individual crimes that are caught on video and photos, and multiple eye witness accounts, which includes local and state law and policy enforcement watching on as the crimes went underway, without them making any arrests. Such could ONLY have been that way because of some very radical and extreme players in the STATE OF CALIFORNIA or with the power of influencing the outcome of the stand down order resulting in the Sacramento Riot.

d. Just at the start of the Sacramento Riot on June 26, 2016, there had already been many ongoing crimes in progress while the State of California watched and looked on, and did nothing. Furthermore, the event occurred during another Administration that had many race riots already (on their watch!), to the point that, the sheer scale of the protestors rioting across the USA was immense, and the amount of them occurring each year was beginning to become a new normal.

e. June of 2016 was an exciting time for men, women and children across the USA, and two very aggressive and charismatic candidates for President of the United States had their own supporters causing tension to the point that rallies got violent. Riots occurred across the USA
while the race for the White House was fierce and the candidates were aggressive in their approach to win. And supporters of both candidates were aggressive for their choice to win.

f. The Democratic Party made speeches before La Raza, knowingly speaking to the Brown Pride movement. The relationship between La Raza and the Democratic Party is a fact, and the result of that unity was the Sacramento Riot, caused by the violation and objective to stop the right of the People to assemble and petition to the Government. This is not only upsetting for millions of Americans today, but it is a crime against men and women who had the permitted right to assemble.

g. The flyers, leaflets and posters found littered all throughout the Bay Area and Sacramento were threatening. They admitted premeditated crimes to happen. And the State of California had already the advanced notice to prepare for the worst case scenarios. We know La Raza and antifa have a history of crime. And because of that, we know that antifa and La Raza could commit more crimes in order to stop the rally. We also know that La Raza has killed before, and they promise to kill again. We know antifa is just as violent and with a crime record that goes back to Europe. Which means that antifa is a foreign entity on the shores of the USA, much like Al Qaeda or ISIS being from the Middle East and has Global presence. So questioning why the Antifa-BAMN militants will kill their opponents is like asking why La Raza and antifa will kill too. Wasting time trying to get why that is, while doing nothing to stop them because the facts are that they are trying to kill, is unacceptable!! Nothing can justify what happened to GSS and TWP members and supporters, who are the real victims caused by the Sacramento Riot.

h. We begin following the course of the Sacramento event on June 26, 2016 that led to the “Sacramento Riot” and gave rise to the “Sacramento Spartans” with the arrival of the Antifa-BAMN militants and attackers. The BAMN leader calls her supporters “militants”, and so from this point on, we will refer to all antifa and BAMN supporters as “Antifa-BAMN militants” too. These are the same militants who are also part of other combat operating organizations, such as the Brown Berets, MEChA and La Raza we covered in the last articles.

i. We will also use the word “attackers” to describe the Antifa-BAMN militants because their posters called themselves “ANTI-FASCIST COMBATANTS”. And we will use the nickname “Sacramento Spartan” to describe the GSS and TWP member and supporter related to this report.
j. The Antifa-BAMN militants showed up (just as they planned to) at around 9:00 am on Sunday morning of June 26, 2016 to follow through with their threats they posted online and throughout the Bay Area and Sacramento, and act like “ANTI-FASCIST COMBATANTS”. And the following photos (Figure 27) shows some of the masked ANTI-FASCIST COMBATANTS marching towards the state Capitol to follow through with their threats to commit the crimes that are covered in this report:
Figure 27
The Antifa-BAMN militants showed up (just as they planned to) at around 9:00 am on Sunday morning of June 26, 2016 to follow through with their threats they posted online and throughout the Bay Area and Sacramento. Note their sticks, and the unmasked Antifa-BAMN punk rocker on the skateboard (center photo (See Figure 46)). They arrived to act like “ANTI-FASCIST COMBATANTS” marching towards the state Capitol to follow through with their threats to commit the crimes that are covered in this report.
k. The Antifa-BAMN militants started gathering around the state Capitol at 9:00 am. The above photo (See Figure 27) is an image of them marching in towards the steps of the state Capitol building.

l. The GSS and TWP members and supporters had the permit to show up for their 11:00 am rally on the west steps of the state Capitol building. But already waiting for them were the Antifa-BAMN militants, carrying weapons and chanting their intent to stop the rally.

m. Did they intend on fulfilling their manifesto objectives on June 26, 2016 by taking militant action to stop the right of the People peaceably to assemble in California? They called out their militants to assemble on the steps of the state Capitol building at 9:00 am, hours ahead of the legal assembly time slotted for the GSS and TWP members and supporters. What did they expect would happen when GSS and TWP members and supporters showed up to their own permitted event? What did the State of California think would happen?

n. Video and photo available shows that the Sacramento Police Department was used by the STATE OF CALIFORNIA and took on the security detail with the DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL. The Sacramento Sheriff’s Department was also there. And so was the press and the media. Lots of reporters witnessed the Sacramento event unfold the way it did, and the entire Democratic Party had been forewarned to assemble the right security for protecting the People of the California state from crime. We are told that the local and state law and policy enforcers were out on the “full-force” admitted by the City of Sacramento, State of California and the United States. Which proved incapable of preventing the Sacramento Riot.

o. The following photos (See Figure 28) shows Officers with the Sacramento Police Department in riot gear marching on patrol, standing on guard, and alert at the state Capitol Mall to protect the infrastructure against the protestors and counter protestors.
The entire Democratic Party had been forewarned to assemble the right security for protecting the People of the California state from crime. We are told that the local and state law and policy enforcers were out on the “full-force” admitted by the City of Sacramento, State of California and the United States. As shown in the above photos, Officers with the Sacramento Police Department, dressed in full riot gear, marched on patrol, stood on guard, and alert at the state Capitol Mall to protect the infrastructure against the protestors and counter protestors.
p. Despite Antifa-BAMN militants uniting from without the Capitol grounds, they had no problem getting on it to get to the members and supporters of the GSS and TWP. Even as the DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL and SACRAMENTO POLICE DEPARTMENT were used to provide the security.

q. Because of the Sacramento Riot, and the injuries that were caused by it, the victims deserve justice through the facts provided in a logical, reasonable, and accurate report. This is the report on how the crimes occurred to prove intent to kill for a conviction against the guilty responsible for the Sacramento Riot, which was a premeditated plot to kill members and supporters of the GSS and TWP.

6 Map Figures -

a. Sacramento is the Capitol and Seat of the California Republic and its California State Legislature [government]; and the State of California was hired to serve and protect it for the People. But on June 26, 2016, the State of California failed to prevent the violence that occurred there, and of all places, on the grounds of the State Capitol building. The event that day is dubbed, the “Sacramento Riot”.

b. Such as that day is unacceptable!! And it should have never happened, and should never happen again!! This report details the event, following one crime after the other that was shown in plain view in front of the entire World to witness, to show the facts of criminal intent the State of California has clearly chosen to ignore to protect the Democratic Party that controlled its Legislature then, and still controls today.

c. On “the watch” (figuratively speaking) of the Democratic Party, their allies were able to act on their threats to cause harm on two organizations and their supporters, who were permitted to assemble on the state Capitol building. That day proved weakness in the infrastructure of the State of California, and a lack of communication and decision making power and coordination to put an end to the event at the first sign of a crime being committed by the now collectively organized Antifa-BAMN militant organization, or as they put it, “ANTI-FASCIST COMBATANTS”. And with the following report, we will show the World why the Democratic Party and La Raza are synonymous on that Sunday, June 2016.

d. The Democratic Party are synonymous under the Antifa-BAMN objective to stop the People from speaking out against the policies that have proven to fail the entire state. And this report shows us each scenario on how a crime racket is apparent within the State of California, using maps to orient ourselves on where we are during each already-occurred-event that is now in record as a crime scene at the state Capitol.

e. The following maps shows two perspectives. The first map shows Capitol Park and the state Capitol building between Downtown and Midtown Sacramento. Downtown is west of Capitol Park, and Midtown is east. Most of the report takes place on Capitol Park towards 11th Street and 12th Street. Note that, north of the state Capitol building is K Street, which is the busiest entertainment strip in Sacramento leading into Downtown’s Golden 1 Stadium. On a Sunday, with fine weather, and a lot of people out on the streets to enjoy the summer day, much of the violence that had occurred in Sacramento took place just one block away, and to the south of them in Capitol Park.
f. The two maps above [Map Figure 1 and Map Figure 2] provides the reader the locations surrounding the state Capitol building in Sacramento, California where the crimes described further in this report had occurred.

g. As shown on the two maps, is Capitol Park. Map Figure 2 shown above, has the Traffic Circle, shown in gold color designated on the left side (of the map) of the state Capitol; and to the right of it is the West Side color coded in navy blue, with the Capitol and Annex in tan. Above the Capitol and Annex on the map, shown above, represents the North Side in green, and South Side colored red.

h. Most of the locations that saw the scenarios that are going to be described in this report took place on the southwest of Capitol Park. Using the map [Map Figure 2] above to orient the story to the facts to figure out who (which is Antifa-BAMN militants), we are able to get the location [where?] whereon the crimes committed occurred. Most of the events took place on the West Side colored in navy blue, and the South Side colored in red.

i. We will use the maps to follow the memory of several unique experiences that resulted from many separate incidents on and around the state’s Capitol Park. We will follow the experiences
of a White news reporter; a White dad and his White son, which occurred on the west side; the experience of a lone supporter of GSS and TWP who was attacked by the Antifa-BAMN leader; we will follow the experience of the GSS and TWP Sacramento Spartans; and we will follow the experiences of two Sacramento Spartans who escaped inside of the state Capitol building.

j. Most of the report will focus on the West Side, South Side and in front of witnesses who numbered in the hundreds, not including the local and state law and policy enforcement present.

k. There was a Sacramento Police Officer on 8th Street to keep people from passing from N Street. He provided directions to get to the steps of the state Capitol building for all who were permitted to be there at 11:00 am for the rally, but to keep anyone else from passing. This means that the rally was still permitted at 11:00 am. What occurred before this time and after this time is provided in this report, showing that the threat was not yet violent enough to keep White Nationalists and White Power advocates from getting to the steps of the state Capitol from N Street and 11th Street.

l. The photos of each criminal intent of the Antifa-BAMN militants to cause harm on White people is provided in the following. We have the locations where on the crimes occurred on June 26, 2016, and the victims to go with them.

m. From reports, we get that a White news reporter and his White cameraman were assaulted on the West Side along 14th Street.

n. We also see that the assault on the White dad and his White son occurred on the West Side along 14th Street.

o. We have the experience of a lone supporter of GSS and TWP who was attacked by the Antifa-BAMN leader. From the video, we can see that the crime occurred on the West Side too.

p. Other videos shows us that the GSS and TWP were just southeast of the Capitol/Annex and the South Side when they were discovered by the Antifa-BAMN militants still gathered on the west steps. Once the GSS and TWP Sacramento Spartans were discovered, they tried to escape. It wasn't any mob that immediately went after the Sacramento Spartans. Trying to escape, the Sacramento Spartans fought their way from 200-400 violent Antifa-BAMN militants! They fought them and escaped them by fleeing back out of the South Side from where they entered, by running toward N Street and 12th Street where they were able to escape with their lives down 15th Street.

q. Thanks to multiple angles of video taken of the event, we can see that two Sacramento Spartans covered in this report, who were attacked by Antifa-BAMN, escaped inside of the state Capitol building on the South Side and Annex.

7 Smash The White-

a. The scenarios described in the following are when violent crimes were committed against White people. The crimes started out as threats. The threats became real. The threats turned into action. The Antifa-BAMN militants marched on the state Capitol building to smash the Whites they saw as a political and social threat. They marched in and targeted White victims who were arriving to assemble on the steps of the state Capitol building, causing the following violence on anyone who was White and not like them.
b. This article will follow several unique experiences that resulted from many separate incidents on and around the state’s Capitol Park. We will follow the experiences of a White news reporter; a White dad and his White son; the experience of a lone supporter of GSS and TWP (who was attacked by the Antifa-BAMN leader and her militants; we will follow the experiences of the GSS and TWP Sacramento Spartans (who were also attacked by the same Antifa-BAMN leader); and we will follow the experience of two Sacramento Spartans who escaped inside of the state Capitol building.

c. The Antifa-BAMN militants arrived around the state Capitol building on that Sunday morning before 10:00 am, and assaulted a journalist News reporter and his camera man; they assaulted a dad and his boy; and they assaulted a lone man and those he supported because they were all White. This was the telling signal that the event was going to get out of hand. This was a time when anyone permitted or not, who did not look the part, was NOT safe on the steps of the state Capitol building.
d. Before the scheduled rally on the Capitol steps at 11:00 am, the first signs of violence occurred when Antifa-BAMN militants attacked and assaulted a White KCRA reporter Mike Luery and his White cameraman at around 10:00 am (See Figure 29). The CHP saw this opportunity to call this violence out, and revoke the permit of the rallygoers.
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*Figure 29*

_The first signs of violence on the property of the state Capitol occurred when Antifa-BAMN militants attacked and assaulted a White KCRA reporter Mike Luery and his White cameraman at around 10:00 for filming—a clear violation of a man’s access to Amendment I of the Bill of Rights._

e. Antifa-BAMN militants showed up as “combatants” with the intent to stop White people from rallying, or reporters from reporting. These photos shows the combatants taking action against a White news reporter and his White cameraman for filming, a clear violation of Amendment I of the Bill of Rights. This is also a clear intent to stop the truth from being reported. This act against these White men proved criminal intent turned into an action that resulted in a crime. This put Antifa-BAMN in a position that makes them terrorists [using threats and violence to impose political objectives]. The White reporter and his White cameraman threatened to expose on camera the attacker’s intent to kill those who assemble on the steps of the state Capitol building with the GSS and TWP. These militants were trying to stop all recording videos from exposing their crimes to stop the White rally “by any means necessary”.

![Image](image)
The LGBT flag was with Antifa-BAMN (shown in the above photo) during the Sacramento Riot. The same LGBT flag bearer shown in the above photo was spotted in the attacks, as will be shown further in, as part of the violence from beginning to end, and represents the entire time as the rallypoint of force through intimidation and violence. These militants were waving the LGBT flag as they tried stopping all recording videos from exposing their crimes to stop the White rally “by any means necessary”.
f. Video footage posted online shows that the LGBT flag was used to cause harm on peaceful protestors and anyone who was White and in support to cover the story. Note the LGBT flag with Antifa-BAMN shown in the above photo [Figure 31]. The photo must have been taken at around 10:00 am. This same LGBT flag bearer will be spotted in the attacks covered further in.

g. The attack on the news and media at this time was not the last. After the attack on White KCRA reporter Mike Luery and his White cameraman, there were other individual experiences and multiple witnesses of those who deliberately aimed to silence permitted men and women on the property of the state Capitol. Other witnesses with cameras were assaulted elsewhere trying to film on Capitol Park.

h. Somewhere near the west steps of the state Capitol building sometime before noon, a White dad and his White son were surrounded and assaulted by these Antifa-BAMN militants. One militant is shown in the following photo [Figure 32] wearing a Flag of Mexico to conceal his face and identity, and was participating in the confrontation against the boy and his dad.
Figure 32
The attackers, shown in the above photo, are apparently with a Mexican or some other Chicano and Mestizo affiliated support group with Antifa-BAMN. Note the man wearing the flag of Mexico over his face to conceal it from being identified. After he and his comrades assaulted a White father and his White son (Figure 33) before the riot police escorted them away, they would join the crowd in a chant, “The police are the Nazis!!!!”

i. There are many witnesses and videos to show the attacks on free speech and right to assemble on the steps of the state Capitol building. The above and following photos took place on the West Side of the state Capitol’s property, showing an Antifa-BAMN militant threatening to attack a White man and his White son while assaulting the dad at the same time, and rob him of his camera. At some point, the man pulled out his knife and was able to keep Antifa-BAMN militants from attacking him and his son without them getting the lethal end of the attack.
The above photo [Figure 33] shows Antifa-BAMN militants assaulting a boy and a man [father and son]. The militants were chanting, “Nazi go home! Nazi go home! Nazi go home!” over and over. It was at that moment in the California state that a boy and a man were deprived of their right to the Bill of Rights (and other Constitutional rights) on the property of the state Capitol.

j. The above photo [Figure 33] shows Antifa-BAMN militants chanting, “Nazi go home! Nazi go home! Nazi go home!” over and over. Then, just as things turned physically violent enough to cause severe or mortal damage, the Police in riot gear moved in taking the boy and his dad away by force. They took them away from the area, presumably for their “protection”, because the threat of violence had already proven the moment when Antifa-BAMN militants first assaulted the reporters. The Police knew the severity of the conflict, and showed that by removing the boy and his dad from the dangerous and criminal Antifa-BAMN attackers.

k. It was at that moment in the California state that a boy and a man were deprived of their right to the Bill of Rights on the property of the state Capitol. The attackers are apparently Mexican or some Chicano and Mestizo affiliated support group with Antifa-BAMN. They, and the man wearing the flag of Mexico over his face to conceal it from being identified, chants, “The police are the Nazis!!!!” after they take the boy and his dad away from the state Capitol and to safety, because obviously at that time, that area was becoming a battleground.

l. The following photos (See Figure 34) shows Antifa-BAMN militants heading towards the steps of the state Capitol building from the west side. The following photo is when the attackers first arrived onto the Capitol’s property and they are facing off with the mounted CHP blocking their access to the steps. This is at about 10:50 am. They are on the Capitol’s West Side marching towards the TWP’s and GSS’s 11:00 am rally-point on the west steps.

Updated September 30, 2017
The above photos shows Antifa-BAMN militants heading towards the steps of the state Capitol building from the west side. There, the attackers first arrived onto the Capitol’s property to face-off with the mounted CHP blocking their access to the steps.

m. On their way “to bash the fash”, the militants are shown in video footage stopping one particular victim. Here we see the leader of the Antifa-BAMN militants who already committed several crimes since her and her fellow "combatants" started arriving at around 9:00 am. By 11:30 am, the leader and organizer of the attackers were on what seems to be 10th Street, west of the state Capitol, shown in a video recording assaulting a lone White man while the police in riot gear looked on. The photo of the video shows that these attackers committed a crime, while the police looked on and did nothing. The Sacramento Police Department stood by as a crime unfolded directly in front of them in plain view, and they only intervened when the cause of injury was too great for any stand down order to avoid.

Figure 35
The above photo presents a video recording showing the Antifa-BAMN leader assaulting a lone White man while the police in riot gear looked on. The photo of the video shows that these attackers committed a crime, while the police looked on and did nothing.
n. Looking at the photo above and in the following (Figure 31 and Figure 32), which is facing west, we see the shadow showing that it is around 11:00 am.

![Figure 36](image)

*The above photo is of a video showing the leader of Antifa-BAMN assaulting a man for being White on the property of the state Capitol.*

o. The above and following photos (See Figure 34 and Figure 35) shows the leader of the attackers in multiple shot angles proving that she physically assaulted a man, and the photo below shows how close the police were to witness the assault.

![Figure 37](image)

*The Sacramento Police Department is shown in the above (top) photo standing by as a crime unfolded directly in front of them in plain view, despite the vocal plea from the victim for their*
help. His plea went unanswered. The police only intervened when the cause of injury was too great for any stand-down order to avoid.

p. Another violent scene occurred close to noon, in front of the west steps. It was a confrontation between a man from Freedom Daily (which is a Conservative news network) and an aggressively argumentative female with the Antifa-BAMN militant organization. The video titled “Regressive Left Terrorism vs Civil Rights - The Sacramento Riot part 2” shows at 1:18 into it, one particular man witnessing this whole thing. The man [shown in Figure 34] is the Antifa-BAMN militant who would later assault a Trump supporter during a protest in Berkeley that turned into a riot. He would later be nicknamed the "Berkeley Bike Lock Attacker".

![Figure 38](image)

The danger of this rally in Sacramento has got to be elevated to a greater threat level for the GSS and TWP, because of the high profile militants present. The above photo shows the "Berkeley Bike Lock Attacker", who at this time was a Diablo Valley College professor. He was eventually jailed after the April 16, 2017 "Battle of Berkeley” for assaulting a Trump supporter there, by hitting him over the head with a U-lock.

q. Because of what the Berkeley Bike Lock Attacker did during the rally on April 16, 2017, dubbed “Battle of Berkeley”, and because of the sheer violence of the event as a whole, to include an already violent leader of a self-admitted combat group taking “militant action” [BAMN], the danger of this rally in Sacramento has got to be elevated to a greater threat level for the Sacramento Spartans. The militant shown in the above photo with the red arrow pointing at his image, is on the West Side of the state Capitol on June 26, 2016, at around 10:40 am, at the time and within a few feet within sight and hearing distance of the assault that occurred on the reporter from Freedom Daily. The attacker shown in the above photo was eventually jailed after the April 16, 2017 Battle of Berkeley for assaulting a man there, by hitting him over the head with a U-lock, and he tried to conceal his identity to escape getting caught. When he was caught, it turned out that he was a Diablo Valley College professor! And the horrible fact is, the identity of the attacker was never caught or revealed by local and or state law and policy...
enforcement. It took a private online group known as 4Chan to do all that. Which adds to the lack of help and cooperation that White Nationalists and White Power advocates are getting from local and state law and policy enforcement agencies, bureaus, departments and offices.

r. The Antifa-BAMN leader eventually led her militants up the west steps of the state Capitol building by 11:00 am. On the steps with their back against the building as they faced west, the Antifa-BAMN leader gave her speech praising the shutdown of the “Nazi rally”.

s. Here in the following photos (See Figure 39) are images of Antifa-BAMN on the steps of the state Capitol building. This is just after 11:00 am, in clear violation of the Bill of Rights for prohibiting the free exercise of a group from rallying there, and of all places, on the steps of the state Capitol building for all to bear witness in plain view!

Figure 39

*The Antifa-BAMN leader eventually led her militants up the west steps of the state Capitol building by 11:00 am. On the steps with their back against the building as they faced west, the Antifa-BAMN leader gave her speech praising the shutdown of the “Nazi rally”*.
t. The above and following photos (Figure 39 and Figure 40) were taken probably at around 11:10 am, and close to noon.

![Figure 40](image)

*The masked militant dressed in all black holding the black and red Anarchy flag (as shown in the above photo) was there in front of his fellow Antifa-BAMN militants at the time the Sacramento Police Department was blocking anyone accessing 10th Street from N Street. Despite that Antifa-BAMN was already on the steps of the state Capitol at this time, the Police Officer on 10th Street was still directing GSS and TWP members and supporters to "...go east on N Street to 11th Street, and turn left to get to the west steps."*

u. The above photo (See Figure 40) was taken by someone facing the Antifa-BAMN militants gathered on the Capitol steps on the West Side. See the masked militant dressed in all black holding the black and red Anarchy flag. This is the individual that was there at the time the Sacramento Police Department was blocking anyone accessing 10th Street from N Street towards the state Capitol building. A man dressed in the uniform of a City of Sacramento Police Officer was still letting GSS and TWP members and supporters know the way to get to the west steps without taking 10th Street, or by taking the sidewalk that leads northeast between the West Side and South Side. Those attending the rally were directed to take another route.

v. At this point, the sounds could be heard off in the distance coming from the same direction the police officer on 10th Street provided to get to the west steps. The Sacramento Police Officer gave information on how to get to the same steps where these Antifa-BAMN militants were at (as shown in the above photos), meaning that, either the man acting as an officer with the Sacramento Police Department was sure there would be safety on the steps for him or her, or giving directions was a deliberate act to cause harm. Either way we look at it, the Police Officer on 10th Street directed members and supporters to travel along N Street to 11th Street, and turn left up to the west steps.

w. A lot of action was happening on this side of the building. The view walking this way (to the observer) was absolutely a riot! There was the scene over towards the Off Limits area showing
A rapidly deploying unit of riot police exiting an MRAP (Mine-Resistant Ambush Protected vehicle). The riot police were dressed in all black and in full battle-rattle, armed with what looked like AR-15s or M4s. They exited in haste in what was an obviously chaotic situation happening on the South Side. Added to the ruckus of this situation were the sounds of hooves of trotting and galloping mounted horses with the CHP already present. And with the sounds of smoke grenades, or M80s, the smell of unrest filled the air. People were running and walking in every which direction on the South Side of the property at 11th Street. The existence of Sacramento and the California Republic at that moment was seemingly hanging by the thread.

x. On the west steps, the chaos is left behind us as we ascend towards the chanting Antifa-BAMN militants, while the loud voice of a woman is heard. At this time, probably 11:15 am to 11:30 am, the Antifa-BAMN leader is giving a speech through her loud hand speaker.

y. The many angles of videos and photos in this report shows the violence of the Antifa-BAMN militants, as they went around causing injuries while concealing their face to hide their true identity and avoid prosecution. The crimes that the Antifa-BAMN militants committed up until this time have not been elevated to the point that this event be shut down.

z. The following photos [Figure 41] might have been taken at around 11:00 am to noon? Despite the 100 local and state Police Officers dispatched to provide security of the event, there was a lack of security provided to protect the public and maintain law and order on (of all places) the grounds of the state Capitol building!!
Figure 41

*Despite the 100 local and state Police Officers dispatched to provide security of the event, there was a lack of security provided to protect the public and maintain law and order on (of all places) the grounds of the state Capitol building!!*

2a. The Sacramento Police Officer on 10th Street standing guard to keep people from passing from N Street was still letting GSS and TWP members and supporters in to arrive on the steps of the state Capitol building between 11:00 am and 12:00 pm. He was there to provide directions for the GSS and TWP members and supporters to get to the steps of the state Capitol building, while keeping anyone else from passing. This means that the rally was still permitted at 11:00 am and 12:00 pm. So the News reporters’ assault by Antifa-BAMN militants did not cancel the event. What occurred after just before noon against GSS and TWP members and supporters to cause them to stab their attackers would close down the entire Capitol grounds. Up to this point, the threat was not yet violent enough to keep White Nationalists and White Power advocates off of the steps of the state Capitol building.

8 **The Sacramento Spartans**

a. Meanwhile on Sunday June 26, 2016, just before noon, at approximately 11:45 am, on the South Side of the state Capitol building in Sacramento, 18 other GSS and TWP members and supporters are on 15th Street heading onto N Street. They arrived together, some wearing face masks, others holding homemade shields. With a sober mind, and the mission to prove a point to the entire World now watching, the GSS stood in solidarity with the TWP during this rally to assemble on the steps of the state Capitol building in Sacramento, California to petition to the Government for a redress of their grievances.
On Sunday morning of June 26, 2016, GSS and TWP members and supporters posed for a photo. Some of them are shown in the above photo wearing face masks, others holding homemade shields. They arrived onto the state Capitol in Sacramento, and were immediately attacked by Antifa-BAMN militants.

b. In the above photo, the image of some of the Sacramento Spartans shows us that they are not masked. This shows them posing for the camera without concealing their identity, which should be the case for someone believing the event is going to be secured for their safety.

c. The image of the Sacramento Spartans, shown in the above photo (Figure 42), have no knowledge that the police have been given stand down orders. The following report, to include photos, will show how the GSS and TWP Sacramento Spartans became victims of the may-lay now known as the “Sacramento Riot”, and how they got away with their lives. Further in, we will go over their great escape from the onslaught that is about to unfold against them immediately upon arriving to their permitted rally, and because they saved each other’s lives, the State of California will continue causing them harm a little over a year afterwards.

d. After the above photo was taken, the GSS and TWP members and supporters left from there to the state Capitol building on 12th Street walking north towards N Street to enter Capitol Park from the South Side to get to the west steps on the West Side. This is the same route that the Sacramento Police Department was giving others to take between 11:00 am and noon.

e. The decision for the GSS and TWP members and supporters to not back down from their own permitted rally was a lawful one. The Supreme Court would have upheld it, there is no argument in that! Which is why the rally was still open for the police to guide them to the point of entrance to the South Side north of N Street and 11th Street.

f. The Sacramento Police Department and DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL did instruct the GSS and TWP members and supporters to reach the west steps by walking northwestward towards the west steps. Because of such instructions to get to the west steps of the permitted rally, the following clashes resulted.

g. Video footage posted on social media online shows the many separate attacks by Antifa-BAMN militants up until this time. There is also a lot of video footage from several various angles showing how the attack on the GSS and TWP members and supporters walking towards the west steps of the state Capitol building went down. We watch these videos, which are self-incriminating enough, to show criminal intent and the crime of attempted murder when we look at the whole picture provided in this report. The videos available to us spells volumes, as it shows hundreds of "militants" or "combatants" (or whatever deathly group their leaders want to call them) descending upon just 18 and 30 men, only some carrying shields!!!

h. Hundreds of Antifa-BAMN militants carrying sticks, spears, rocks, teargas, swords, bats and knives caught sight of GSS and TWP members and supporters with the nerve to attempt reaching the permitted rally point. The Antifa-BAMN militants immediately made a hasty attack and charged the approaching men.

i. Hundreds of counter-protestors with life threatening weapons swarmed in on the GSS and TWP members and supporters. One video is titled, ‘Violence Erupts Between Anti-Fascists and Neo-Nazis at Sacramento Capitol’, and gives us the perspective of one particular
cameraman. It is an obvious member of the Antifa-BAMN militant group. The footage gives us audio of the words they used to express their moment.

j. The following video was uploaded by Mind Riot TV, titled, ‘Violence Erupts Between Anti Fascists and Neo Nazis at Sacramento Capitol’. The video is almost 14 minutes long. It is narrated by one of the Antifa-BAMN attackers. The video shows the 200+ militants carrying heavy sticks, some with the antifa flags and LGBT flags and Anarchy flags, which are associated with the violence that is seen across the USA when Antifa reacts to protestors. The video shows hundreds of “militant” attackers trying to harm anyone who looks like they are supporters of the legal assembly to take place on the steps of the state Capitol. The following photo (See Figure 39) is of the video showing the attack as it happened through the lens of an Antifa-BAMN militant's camera.
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Figure 43

*Hundreds of Antifa-BAMN militants carrying sticks, spears, rocks, teargas, swords, bats and knives caught sight of GSS and TWP members and supporters with the nerve to attempt reaching the permitted rally point. The Antifa-BAMN militants immediately made a hasty attack and charged the approaching men. Shown in the above photo is when Antifa-BAMN headed towards the Sacramento Spartans, some running, some walking. Their intent was to chase them away from the state Capitol or kill them instead.*

k. The video was uploaded onto the Internet showing the “attackers” running south towards the 18 GSS and TWP members and supporters walking north from N Street. Again, the video shows the LGBT flag being used to cause harm on peaceful protestors. The following photos (See Figure 44) are of that attack at around 11:45 am.

l. Watching the video footage of the attack, we hear the audio of what sounds like the cameraman identifying to being an Antifa-BAMN supporter when the man next to him sputtered, while running with the militant group, “Dude, this is bad ass!” Then he yells out, “Fuck yeah!! This is fucking sick!”
m. The video shows 200+ Antifa-BAMN militants chasing the 18+ GSS and TWP members and supporters, and without any CHP and Sac PD security. This just proves that the GSS and TWP members and supporters were left alone to take on the 200-400 Antifa-BAMN militants! The cameraman runs towards the attack on the GSS and TWP members and supporters showing them just as they were running away for their lives.

n. Then it became apparent watching the video!!!! Just 45 seconds into the 14 minute video, we see the first assault on one of the rally supporters. Among the militant attackers is the leader and organizer of the Antifa-BAMN militant group herself leading the charge against the GSS and TWP members and supporters!!! Another attacker not far behind her is seen throwing a projectile at a lone man carrying a wooden stick for his protection. The Sacramento Spartan is then chased off by the attackers.

o. The video continues on after that. We are taken along the southwestern side of the state Capitol building’s property. It is seemingly about 11:45 am, as hundreds of attackers are running the same direction towards the GSS and TWP members and supporters.

p. The video shows the mob running, as one man yells out, “Go get em!”

q. A female’s voice is heard as she sings for joy while running with the mob to kill the Sacramento Spartans. The mob then can be heard chanting, while one carries a pink banner, others carry black ones, as other combatants carry weapons of many sorts, “OFF OUR STREETS!”

r. The Sacramento Spartans, shown in the video, are carrying the sticks and knives they took from their attackers. The Sacramento Spartans did not go in with them. They took the sticks and knives from the attackers who were trying to kill them.

s. The video also shows one antifa flag in the hands of an Antifa-BAMN militant. Then two minutes into the video, we can point out the recognizable colors of the flag that comes into view. It is the same rainbow flag carried by the LGBT community. This flag bearer is trying to kill the GSS and TWP members and supporters using this flag as a sign of action against the permitted defenders!! There was an LGBT flag with the attackers from the earlier march towards the Capitol building. And now there is one associated with the assault against the legal protestors. Still, there is not one law enforcement around to stop the attack.

t. The camera man asks, “Where are they at?” as a masked Antifa-BAMN militant carrying a stick with the red and black Antifa flag runs in. The LGBT flag is again shown in the video being carried towards the GSS and TWP members and supporters.

u. The camera captures the clash between the two groups. At 2:15 into the video, the LGBT flag is shown being used to assault a GSS and TWP member and supporter, who is obviously trying to get away for his life. The clashing of several sticks and rocks hitting their targets are heard, as shields held by the GSS and TWP members and supporters for their protection are used to deflect thrown projectiles.

v. The flag used for the LGBT community is seen being flown to assault the group when the brawl between the attacking Antifa-BAMN militants and Sacramento Spartans occurs. The attackers are using the flag sticks to batter and bludgeon to death the Sacramento Spartans. The camera zooms in as the victim has obtained a flag stick used against him to defend himself, in order to get away.
w. One of the Antifa-BAMN leaders is heading towards the Sacramento Spartans. She is shown (See Figure 44) in the photos below holding what looks like a spear. She is followed by hundreds of other Antifa-BAMN militants, with the ones at the front of her carrying their sticks to bludgeon the Sacramento Spartans to death. And just as the spear-wielding Antifa-BAMN leader ran into the video’s view, we see that another spear appears to have had been chucked at the Sacramento Spartans, and flies passed her towards them, narrowly missing an innocent man shown running for his life who would be forced to turn around to fight for his life and the life of others.

x. This is clearly a fierce battle on the property of the state Capitol! A crime is being acted out and the victims are all shown running for their lives. The attacking leader is just feet behind her victims. One victim is carrying a banner attached to a pole. He is shown in the following photo with the others taking their stand against her and her attacking “militants”.

Updated September 30, 2017
The Antifa-BAMN leader chased the Sacramento Spartans, as shown in the above [top] photo, holding what looks like a spear pointed at them. She had hundreds of other Antifa-BAMN militants with her, most of whom were carrying their sticks to bludgeon the Sacramento Spartans to death. And just as the spear-wielding Antifa-BAMN leader ran into the video’s view, we see that another spear appears to have had been chucked at the Sacramento Spartans, and flies passed her towards them, narrowly missing an innocent man shown running for his life, who would be forced to turn around to fight for his life and the life of others (See the three photos at the top of page 73). As shown in the top photo, the Antifa-BAMN leader is just within feet behind her victims. One such victim is carrying a banner attached to a pole. He is shown in the following photo with the others taking their stand against her and her attacking “militants”.

Figure 44

Updated September 30, 2017
The following photos (See Figure 45) shows the Sacramento Spartans as they turned around to face their attackers. During the attack against the Sacramento Spartans, the Antifa-BAMN militants were chanting, “Kill the Nazis!! Kill the Fascists!!”

Figure 45
As the Antifa-BAMN militants were chanting, “Kill the Nazis!! Kill the Fascists!!” while chasing the Sacramento Spartans, there were no police anywhere on the site to protect anyone from getting harmed or killed, despite them knowing exactly what was unfolding on the property of the state Capitol. The victims were forced to turn around to face the Antifa-BAMN militants attacking them. As shown in the above [top] photo, one Sacramento Spartan is
holding a banner attached to a pole. He is shown in the above photo with the others taking their stand against the attacking “militants”. Note the LGBT flag being used in the assault, as shown in the bottom photo directly above.

z. Knowing the Bill of Rights and the Constitution for the United States of America are still recognized by the Supreme Court of the United States, the Sacramento Spartans believed that on June 26, 2016 they had the right to assemble with legal organizations, with a permit to legally rally on the steps of the state Capitol building in Sacramento, California. But on that day, the Antifa-BAMN militants had all of the support they required to put those rights to a stop. That is when California was the scene of a crime to stop the right of the People from invoking their rights to assemble and petition to the government for a redress of their grievances. The Antifa-BAMN militants had the intent to kill the Sacramento Spartans in order to stop them from reaching the steps of the state Capitol building!

Figure 46
The Sacramento Spartans faced attacking “militants” wearing body armor. Note the unmasked Antifa-BAMN punk-rocker on the skateboard to the armored militant’s left (bottom photo (See Figure 27).
2a. The deliberate act of trying to murder here is a crime that the Courts term “Attempted Murder”, which merits a proper Trial by Jury to decide who amongst the attackers gets what for their crimes. One of their attackers is the Antifa-BAMN leader with what could be described as looking like a spear. To defend himself from his attackers, one Sacramento Spartan uses a knife he obtained from one of the clumsy Antifa-BAMN militants who tried using it on him. The only way the Sacramento Spartans could get away with their lives was to take the knives and flagpoles used to batter and beat them away from their attackers and use them against them instead.

Figure 47
The Antifa-BAMN leader attacked the Sacramento Spartans with what looked like a spear. To defend himself from his attackers (as shown in the top photo), one Sacramento Spartan uses a knife he obtained from one of the clumsy Antifa-BAMN militants who tried using it on him. As the above [bottom] photo shows, the Antifa-BAMN leader was knocked to the ground for trying to kill GSS and TWP members and supporters.

2b. The above photos (Figure 47) shows the BAMN leader just after getting her hand speaker used against her as she is kept from furthering her attacks against the Sacramento Spartans.
The above photo shows the Antifa-BAMN leader fleeing the crime scene where her fellow "combatants" are taking "militant action to shut down the Nazi event"—by any means necessary. She is one of the reasons for the extreme violence that took place on the property of the state Capitol.

2c. The severity of the Sacramento Spartans to escape their death was to take all measures to defend themselves. Here in the following photo (Figure 49) is of the videos showing one desperate Sacramento Spartan trying to get away by any means necessary. Here he takes any Antifa-BAMN militant out immediately without hesitation, regardless of their race, their sex, and their political and religious views. He, along with the other Sacramento Spartans, does not discriminate between male attacker and female attacker.

2d. The same GSS and TWP member and supporter, shown in the video footage defending himself with the same weapon used against him, had every right to take such actions to defend himself. Just as he struck down his attackers, the Antifa-BAMN leader runs by narrowly avoiding him. Instead of hitting the leader of the attackers, the Sacramento Spartan hits one of her militants. He hit his attackers in self-defense, clearly shown in the video at ________________.

2e. And still, this is not any ordinary attacker. This attacker was wearing a face mask and concealing her identity because she is an attacker, and enemy "combatant" against a group rallying to petition to the Government. She was trying to kill (as in "kill the Nazis") one of the Sacramento Spartans! The man defending himself hits the female attacker instead, and with a stick he took from another attacker so that he could get away by literally running for his life!!

2f. The actions the Sacramento Spartans took to defend themselves, reflects the actions any man and woman has the right to display, and that is self-defense against a life threatening danger. The police are not shown in the video at this time. They have stand-down orders not to intervene—and orders not to make any arrests either—in order to let the two sides clash it out.
Figure 49

The above are photos showing a Sacramento Spartan defending himself from his attackers. The photos show him taking out any Antifa-BAMN militant caught in his way without hesitation, regardless of their race, their sex, and their political and religious views. He, along with the other Sacramento Spartans, did not discriminate between male attacker and female attacker. And despite the backlash coming from antifa for hitting a grown woman [still described as a "girl" by other antifa members] who is fully masked, there are hundreds of weapon wielding killers attacking them, one of whom is the fleeing Antifa-BAMN leader, who ran by narrowly avoiding him. Instead of hitting the leader of the attackers, the Sacramento Spartan hits one of her militants.

2g. The injuries that the Antifa-BAMN leader sustained on her head were nothing compared to the injuries her and her militant supporters had caused the City of Sacramento, Sacramento
County, State of California and the California Republic, that the People require for their protection. The injuries, that her and other members and supporters of Antifa-BAMN inflicted, were also deliberate, and was an act against the entire existence of the California Republic, and even the United States!
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**Figure 50**

*The Antifa-BAMN leader is shown in the above photos after she sustained injury for attacking the Sacramento Spartans, which would leave her fellow militants stabbed and in critical condition as a result.*

2h. Just as the Antifa-BAMN leader was getting fixed of her battle wounds, her militants kept on attacking the Sacramento Spartans. And without police presence, the attackers pursued the Sacramento Spartans all the way down 15th Street.
Figure 51

*Even though the Sacramento Spartans left the state Capitol's property, Antifa-BAMN militants kept on pursuing them. The two Sacramento Spartans, shown in the above photo, are running for their lives, literally! Without any police presents at this time (still), Antifa-BAMN militants are trying to kill them.*

2i. The Sacramento Spartans made haste to get away from their attackers wielding knives, sticks, bats, swords, hammers, and spears, and backed by hundreds of masked "militants". The brutality of the fight was shown in various photos and videos taken from supporters of the Antifa-BAMN militants. And because there was no police presence, the Sacramento Spartans had to fight defensively using the weapons they took from their militant attackers. Some Sacramento Spartans did not have any weapons and still were capable of narrowly escaping.

2j. In another scene from the video titled ‘Sacramento: Trad Workers Vs Antifa Scum’, we get an aggressive camera man showing us what it took for the Sacramento Spartans to flee. In the video we see what happened while the Sacramento Spartans were making their move on foot towards 15th Street. Along the way, they kept on fighting the Antifa-BAMN militants without any local or state Police Officers in sight.

2k. In the videos uploaded online, we can hear the intense hate and intent to kill coming from the Antifa-BAMN militants. In the same video, the camera man yells, “GET YOUR FASCIST ASS out of our city you piece of shit!!” He too is chasing the Sacramento Spartans.

2l. Several other voices are heard telling the Sacramento Spartans to “Keep on running...!!”

2m. Then the camera man is heard saying, “So, as you can see, there is a small group of Neo-Nazis over there, and we are making sure they don’t get to their fucking spot on the Capitol!” A clear intent for the objective to stop the expression of the Amendment I and other Bill of Rights protecting the GSS and TWP members' and supporters’ right to assemble there. Then the camera man spots the Sacramento Spartans and calls some Antifa-BAMN militants to their whereabouts.
2n. The camera man points to the Sacramento Spartans fleeing away from the Capitol, “Hey we got some on the right!!” As another Antifa-BAMN militant yells back in the distance, “What?”
2o. “They are right fucking there!!”, the camera man points.
2p. One of the Antifa-BAMN militants yells out that he is “Sorry we have to get violent.” As another female is heard yelling hysterically, “Get em…Fucking kill em!!...”.
2q. Then the camera man yells, “Get that Nazi!”
2r. The attackers are shown using sticks from their flags on the Sacramento Spartans in order to "...kill em". They are hitting them with the full force of their might to kill. There is the antifa flag wrapped around a stick shown in the video being used to strike down a man for the objective to cause serious and deathly results. The same camera man then says, “That is exactly what you are going to get when you come to Sac you fucking bitch!!” Referring to the assaults with deadly weapons at the hands of Antifa-BAMN as they finished chasing the Sacramento Spartans until O Street.
2s. The following photo shows the police following behind a large crowd of Antifa-BAMN militants chasing some Sacramento Spartans passed 12th Street.
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The Police only made contact with the GSS and TWP members and supporters to tell them how to get to the steps of the state Capitol building where 200 to 400 Antifa-BAMN militants and their leader were occupying. After the police told the Sacramento Spartans the direct route for them to take to get to the west steps for their permitted rally, it was only Antifa-BAMN militants who would see them out. The police were given stand-down orders to not intervene and make any arrests, leaving the People on their own to battle it out.

2t. The 18 Sacramento Spartans left the state Capitol building leaving 7 of the attacking 400 Antifa-BAMN militants stabbed and many more beat and kept away from killing on June 26, 2016. No one died on that day. And had the State of California been used to secure the entire event to protect the right of the People to peaceably assemble, then there would be no victims
from the violence they gave the permitted GSS and TWP members and supporters. If only the State of California protected the right to assemble and petition to the Government, and given others their time on the steps of the state Capitol building, then the community surrounding the Sacramento Riot would NOT have been the stage of multiple crimes.

9 Militant Action To Stop Free Speech-

a. There are videos showing the aftermath of the violent clashes that occurred in Sacramento, California on June 26, 2016, between a permitted group and a criminal militant group. Referred to in this report as the 'Sacramento Spartans' and the 'Antifa-BAMN militants', the clashes left people stabbed and physically beaten, and properties damaged.

b. The Sacramento Spartans went to the state Capitol on June 26, 2016, as shown in the videos, to petition to the Government for a redress of their grievances, and the Antifa-BAMN militants committed the crime of violating their Amendment I right for political objectives. The videos available on the Internet tells us a lot about how the entire event unfolded.

c. The videos shows one cameraman after the other showing the actual clashes, and the crimes that were being committed, and how they felt about them. The videos also shows them to being members or supporters of the Antifa-BAMN militants committing one crime after the other. Each video shows a cameraman running with Antifa-BAMN, which proves to be a part of the violence against the Sacramento Spartans, while the police did nothing—they did not even make one arrest!

d. In the video that is titled, “____________”, a camera man proves his hostility towards the police 6:50 minutes into the video and on…. He also admits in the video that he is a part of the group who attacked “the Nazis”. He says in the video that “This is where one individual was stabbed while chasing the Nazis off of the Capitol.” A clear admittance of a crime. This is clearly a terrorist attack, to stop a political move using violence for another political motive.

e. “We were at the west steps, and were near the south step, near 15th and….the group has been split because of this. I am going to go to the main group….”

f. “Yeah, the guy that got stabbed is with us…He’s one of the ones who were trying to get the Nazis out of here.”

g. The cameraman (at around 12:35 minutes into the video) claims that, “We are definitely against the Nazis…The neo-Nazis were trying to have a rally…they were chased off by the group that I am with…”

h. Just after the Sacramento Spartans stabbed their way to their escape down 15th Street and passed O Street, leaving seven stabbed Antifa-BAMN militants back at the scene of the crime, other crimes will be committed back at the state Capitol building. The following photos were taken just after 11:45 am, and are of two of the five or so GSS and TWP members and supporters who were caught attempting to reach the steps of the state Capitol building to exercise their right of free speech. They were attacked and brutally beaten by the Antifa-BAMN militants for that, and they were mocked, hated, slandered, persecuted, oppressed and assaulted for being White, and for wanting to assemble on the west steps of the state Capitol building.

i. In the video titled, “____________” at around at 13:50, a camera man with the Antifa-BAMN militant organization yells out, “Cops and Klan, hand in hand! Cops and Klan,
hand in hand...!", as the mob is seen throwing projectiles at two men, one of whom is wheel-chaired and attempts to walk from it to get away from the attackers. The police did not help, but only provided a weak obstacle for the attackers to harm them. Then the Antifa-BAMN militants are heard yelling, “Fuck Donald Trump!!”

j. One particular man in the video is heard saying, “See the way those motherfuckers just walked into everybody?”

k. The camera man says back in reply, “They are bold!”

l. The large group of attacking militants shouted out, "Cops and Klan, hand in hand! Cops and Klan, hand in hand!" and flanked the two Sacramento Spartans. The militants continued their assault by throwing rocks, bricks, sticks, spears and swords at them.

m. The following photo is of that incident when the two of five or so Sacramento Spartans were first attacked.
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*Figure 53*

*The above photos were taken just after 11:45 am, and are of two of the five or so GSS and TWP members and supporters who were caught attempting to reach the steps of the state Capitol building to exercise their right of free speech. They were attacked and brutally beaten by the Antifa-BAMN militants for that, and they were mocked, hated, slandered, prosecuted, oppressed and assaulted for being White, and for wanting to assemble on the west steps of the state Capitol building.*

n. The two Sacramento Spartans, shown in the above photo (Figure 48) were forced to climb the south steps of the state Capitol building to escape the attackers who were literally trying to kill them in front of the CHP and the entire World!!

o. The following photo (Figure 54) shows the two Sacramento Spartans bludgeoned and bloodied, but still fit for the fight. The one Sacramento Spartan seated on the steps arrived to the rally in his wheelchair and was forced to leave it behind at the bottom of the steps in order to save his life. The one in front of him is his protector keeping his own head protected from the constant
attacks from the Antifa-BAMN militants, as the CHP provided some security. Still, the attackers were effective in causing the brutality shown in the videos and photos recorded as exhibits in this claim. And still, no arrests were made!

Figure 54
The above photo shows two Sacramento Spartans bludgeoned and bloodied, but still fit for the fight. The one Sacramento Spartan seated on the steps arrived to the rally in his wheelchair and was forced to leave it behind at the bottom of the steps in order to save his life. The one in front of him is his protector keeping his own head protected from the constant attacks from the Antifa-BAMN militants, as the CHP provided some security.

p. In the above and following photos (Figure 54 and Figure 55), a Brown Beret is shown committing a crime before all of the World to see. As shown in the following photo, along with provided videos, the man is with the Brown Berets attempting to kill two White men on the steps of the state Capitol building.
As shown in the above photos, a Brown Beret committed the crime of attempting to kill two men for being proWhite on the steps of the state Capitol building. The Brown Beret, shown in the above photos, is an Antifa-BAMN militant and was eventually jailed for what he is shown trying to do in several videos and photos of the Sacramento Riot.

q. This same individual Brown Beret "combatant", shown in the above photos (Figure 55) holding the stick, was on the west steps just prior to this attack on the two Sacramento Spartans entering from the South Side. He is part of the brutality of the Sacramento Riot caused by the Antifa-BAMN militants. He, as shown in the above photos, assaulted two men who were permitted to be there, while the CHP was not willing to make any arrest on the spot the moment that unacceptable crime was committed. The CHP saw one crime after the other, and was ordered not to make any arrests, which allowed the rally to turn out the way that it did.
Figure 56

The two photos above, shows the moment when two Sacramento Spartans were physically forced off of the state Capitol’s property by a combat group that admitted to take "militant action" to shut them down. For their beliefs, they were physically assaulted by Antifa-BAMN militants and forced to flee for their lives, as the police present looked on. The assaulted men were permitted to be there, while the CHP was not willing to make any arrest on the spot the moment that the crime of assault and attempted murder were in progress.

r. When the Sacramento Spartans arrived, they only carried shields with them. The attackers of the two Sacramento Spartans in the above photo, showing them bloodied, were battered by the same stick that is now in the grasp of one of them. Other Sacramento Spartans arrived before them, and were already forced to stand up for their right to assemble, like so many others have already had to do. They carried nothing else but homemade shields. They showed up onto the property of the state Capitol without the weapons that they were forced to use against the same attackers shown in the may-lay that many different angles of video footage makes available. They did not have sticks, but the Antifa-BAMN militants did!

s. Carrying sticks with them, Antifa-BAMN militants charged at the Sacramento Spartans. These sticks had a flag on them, but already throughout the event up until this time, the sticks had been used to hit and bludgeon their enemy, of which were used by the Sacramento Spartans as well, allowing them to escape with their lives.
The above photos shows the weapons that were confiscated from antifa by the police a few months after the Sacramento Riot. The photos above shows hammers, knives, clubs, sticks, wrenches, flairs, axes, chains, bricks, bats, scissors, razers, stun guns, mace, pepper spray and other undocumented weapons used to kill. Antifa charges at their victims in great and overwhelming numbers. Their intent is violence with the use of such weapons shown in the above photos, some of which are lethal. Antifa-BAMN carried similar weapons shown in the photos above during the Sacramento Riot too. They carried sticks, spears, swords and knives with them, and charged at the Sacramento Spartans with the intent to kill them.

t. The above photos (Figure 57) shows the weapons that were confiscated from antifa by the police a few months after the Sacramento Riot. Those riots were the 2017 Berkeley protests and "Berkeley Riot", which occurred on February 1, 2017, March 4, 2017, and April 15, 2017; and the Portland, Oregon riots that occurred in March, May and June of 2017 as well. The photos above shows hammers, knives, clubs, sticks, wrenches, flairs, axes, chains, bricks, bats, scissors, razers, stun guns, mace, pepper spray and other undocumented weapons used to kill.

u. The state and local law and policy enforcement agencies, bureaus, departments, and offices in the State of California already knew all about antifa's violent past by the time of the Sacramento Riot. They knew the tactics that antifa uses. They have many videos showing the tactics that antifa uses, and the extent of the damage they caused in Europe and in the USA, even with their flag poles! The police knew the impact of the threat that the GSS and TWP members and supporters faced; and yet, they failed for obvious reasons to protect them. This leads many to suspect that some of the cops out there are members of antifa. Some politicians too are members and supporters of antifa, and the mainstream media is a supporter of antifa too.
v. Antifa has become the literal army that the Democratic Party supporters and members (and other Globalists that the GSS and TWP members and supporters were holding the rally in Sacramento against) have chosen to rally their militants around. This developing army is real! It is deadly! It is NOT a local phenomenon! And it is NOT grassroots!! It is a foreign terrorist organization from without, now on the shores of the American Continent used to be the next fighting force in the next civil war in the USA that could cause the entire Federal Government to break apart.

w. This is a matter that could cause the United Nations to step in, taking the antifa recruits in to become the trained army that would indeed take on the entire United States and the Federal Government.

x. The threat that, antifa could become the formidable fighting force capable of taking on the United States Armed Forces is real!! Already, we are seeing the United Nations getting edgy, as it lays down threats against the uncontrolled racism becoming the new normal across the USA. And it is just a matter of time when the UN calls recruits in from some loyal anti-racist and anti-American antifa groups.

y. These militants—with their sticks and knives—came at 18 men in Sacramento, California in order to cause them great physical harm and even death. These 18 men approached a situation on the state Capitol without any law enforcement around, because of the deliberate act by the same financiers and supporters of antifa, who are keeping the police from protecting the People.

z. The Democratic-Party-controlled-STATE-OF-CALIFORNIA has called off the police protection and let a crime happen on the California Republic because they believed that the opposition did not deserve to rally and speak, let alone exercise their right to access their Bill of Rights on the steps of the state Capitol building!!! Instead of using the STATE OF CALIFORNIA to keep the peace, it was used to commit a violent crime. This sets the reality that the STATE OF CALIFORNIA was a criminal organization on June 26, 2016.

2a. Men and women acting as elected public servants used their office to cause the Sacramento Riot. They are the reason the community surrounding the Sacramento Capitol was attacked. They are with and support antifa, and they helped cause the Sacramento Riots when they allowed the permitted rally to be suppressed by a foreign military movement now on the steps of the state Capitol building!

2b. This all is a matter of men women using the STATE OF CALIFORNIA to keep a legal and lawful assembly from rallying on the steps of the state Capitol building. This happened (it is believed) because the Antifa-BAMN militant organization is allied with the Democratic Party, State of California, United Nations, SPLC, ADL, the mainstream media, and other affiliated racist organizations. And the STATE OF CALIFORNIA was used to keep the police from serving to protect the state Capitol building. The Democratic Party also allowed for the state Capitol to be occupied by Antifa-BAMN henchmen, in order stop the assembly of a group of men and women who had the lawful right to be there. And this means a great turning point for the State of California and the United States!! The Democratic Party, State of California, United Nations, SPLC and ADL used nonWhite and antiWhite organizations (such as La Raza,
BAMN, Antifa, Brown Berets, MEChE and the NCLR) on the California Republic to attack the men attempting to rally on the state Capitol steps. A historic tragedy!!

2c. The Sacramento Riot was caused by the Democratic Party’s National Democratic Committee, along with State of California, United Nations, SPLC and ADL when they used racist hate groups (such as La Raza, BAMN, Antifa, Brown Berets, MEChE and the NCLR) to stop their rival any opportunity to rally or assemble. To make sure their rival did not rally on the steps of the state Capitol building, they allowed Antifa-BAMN militants to break the law, by causing the clear and present danger by setting the stage for the Sacramento Riot.

2d. Anyone with a keen sense of military strategy knows that the tactics that Antifa-BAMN uses are clearly militaristic. They are meant to wedge into an infrastructure to pry it open, in order to become the infill when the government that fails to doing something about it is destroyed. Military commanders know the threat of antifa on the streets is a potential cause for completely destroying the government. And these militants, with their sticks, hammers, chains, clubs, bats and knives—added with the intent to kill by any means necessary—are the first step on destroying the United States of America and the racism, hatred and bigotry it has given rise to.

10 The Aftermath-

a. Since the Sacramento Riot on June 26, 2016, many prominent Democratic Party members got fired, were forced to resign, and even jailed for corruption. As a result of the corruption within the Democratic Party, the Democrats lost the 2016 Presidential Election to Donald J. Trump and the Republican Party. The Democratic Party also lost the House of Representatives and Senate, and a Seat in the Supreme Court. And with the great loss of power in the Federal Government to their adversary, we can now count the damage toll they caused across the USA since then. The Democratic Party lost the Federal Government of the United States of America to their opposition, and because of that, the Party members are out on full force to keep what little power they still hold on to, and redeem their losses at the same time.

b. Even though the Democratic Party lost its power in the Federal Government after the November vote in 2016, it did not lose power in the California State Legislature. And they are using the STATE OF CALIFORNIA they still control to make sure they maintain their power, by any means necessary.

c. Since the Sacramento Riots, the Democratic Party has been cleaning up the mess caused as a result of the two conflicting groups (one of which they supported and helped in harming those they opposed). These two groups are the permitted and lawful GSS and TWP they opposed, and the illegal, criminal invading Antifa-BAMN militants they supported.

d. Antifa militants would, since June of 2016, cause one riot after the other across the USA and California. But the aftermath of the Sacramento Riot has caused a ripple effect through time, and has reached us in the form of a growing developing backlash against those who started the violent protests against the People’s right to assemble and freedom of speech. The effects of the Sacramento Riot helped give us a clearer picture on who was behind the violence, and why there was the chaos that we saw on television and on the Internet.

e. The backlash against the Sacramento Riot caused by Antifa-BAMN militants has been the rise of a silent majority now united out in the open and on the streets across the USA. The backlash has taken to the streets across the USA, in order to take on antifa and the supporters now
apparent as the Democratic Party, BAMN, La Raza, Brown Berets, MEChE, NCLR, Black Lives Matter, Anarchists, Marxists and others. But the most revealing support channel behind the Antifa-BAMN militants' chaotic violence against the right of assembly and free speech, is the STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

f. It is important to go over the aftermath of the damages that Antifa-BAMN militants caused a little more than a year ago with the help of men and women working in the STATE OF CALIFORNIA. With a year past since the Sacramento Riot, we can already prove that there are men and women working in the State of California and United States who are siding with antifa, La Raza, BAMN, and their supporters, in order to keep them all from getting prosecuted, while they focus on their victims. There are men and women working right now in the State of California and United States trying to cover up their crimes against Amendment I of the Bill of Rights. And the aftermath of their crimes is still an ongoing dilemma, as we shall go over in the following report.

g. The Sacramento Spartans claim on the GSS website that, “As it has now been over a year since the June Rally and they have proceeded to start arresting members on the rally related crimes whilst adding on a vast number of erroneous charges that we can only suspect as being unjustly persecuted despite being legal activists because of the way the situation unfolded last June.”

h. Knowing now that the State of California was used by the Democratic National Committee on June 26, 2016 at the time of the riot, we can see how the Sacramento Riot unfolded, and we can see that the buck stopped with them when it came to having access to the power of making decisions for the STATE OF CALIFORNIA. We also know that the Capitol building was occupied by members of the State Legislature doing work inside and were forced to take to the basement, while outside, violent Antifa-BAMN militants were trying to kill men and women on the property of the state Capitol. And why they would allow for the police to stand down like they did is only telling of something much more than what their supportive mainstream media has been covering or willing to expose. Which is the objective of this report, to point to the obvious neglect to provide security for those permitted to utilize legally, the steps of the state Capitol building to petition to the Government.

i. There are many members and supporters of the Democratic Party in California who have already taken their position in support of the Antifa-BAMN militants. There is a Democratic Party controlled California State Legislature that has taken sides with the Antifa-BAMN militants, and there are Democrat Mayors and Democrat District Attorneys who have positioned themselves in support of them too. And the Democratic National Committee and the Democratic Party have been collaborating with the La Raza and antifa movements to help them hold on to the power in the California State Legislature, at a time when the Republican Party was gaining power over the Federal Government. And they are guilty of providing the political atmosphere and stage on June 26, 2016 to cause the crime against freedom of speech and right to assemble, to silence those who threaten their power.

j. The Democratic-Party-controlled-STATE-OF-CALIFORNIA has been the culprit in the new normal of violence we saw across the USA, since they provided the funds, buses and platform for staging the antifa, BAMN, La Raza, Brown Berets, MeChE, and even Chicano and Mestizo
gang members into riot on the Sacramento Capitol building. Because of the police stand-down orders from a Democratic-Party-controlled-STATE-OF-CALIFORNIA, the Antifa-BAMN militants were allowed to, not only break the Capitol building’s window, but stop the right of free speech on the state Capitol building through violence. They also allowed a self-proclaimed "combatant" group to not only use violence to stop men and women from accessing their Amendment I rights, they even allowed them the stage and the police stand-down order to allow them to kill members and supporters of an opposing group!

k. The cause against the freedom of speech, right to assemble, and GSS and TWP members and supporters who tried to exercise those rights in the Bill of Rights, has been going on since the Democratic Party won the last election to hold onto the Seats they require in the California State Legislature. Because the Democratic Party—which by the way has Nation Building experience—still controls the STATE OF CALIFORNIA, they have power and influence of the political atmosphere to go after those who oppose them.

l. The Democratic National Committee has control over the STATE OF CALIFORNIA, which was used as the tool against the GSS and TWP members and supporters on the state Capitol, in order to stop them from peacefully assembling, and from getting their antiGlobalist message out at a time when the DNC was rapidly losing voter support.

m. Desperate to win by any means necessary, the Democratic National Committee neglected to protect the state Capitol building and the surrounding community, just to cause harm on their political opponents.

n. Letting men and women go around chanting “Kill the Nazis!! Kill the Fascists!!” and yell hysterically, “Get em…Fucking kill em!!...” and batter and bludgeon other men and women on the California Republic, as we see in uploaded videos, is absolutely unacceptable!! The result of the way the State of California was used by men and women in the Democratic Party, and for its Democratic National Committee to deal with their opponents' legally assembling on the steps of the state Capitol building, was the Sacramento Riot, and is totally, absolutely unacceptable!!

o. There are videos exposing the acts of intimidation to stop the rightful assembly of another group from happening. Videos uploaded onto the Internet shows they are chanting “ant-anti-antifascista...” which is a group that has united with BAMN to harm a group in order to stop their opponent from exercising their Amendment I right.

p. The Antifa-BAMN camera man in one video says the M80 was from, “Someone on our side....” The camera man also claims that “this is the first time that they [the State of California] gave us access...” At 28:40 and on into the video, the camera man continues, “They [the CHP and Sac PD] even left a gap that let one of our people get behind them to jump the two Nazis who were trying to act all hard...This was the first time I seen them let someone get behind them like that!”

q. A female voice says back, “as if they have taken sides!”

r. Then at 29:15 into the video and on, a woman in a red shirt wearing a white hat stating (as a legal observer) that the, “...cops are telling people that “it is not their job to stop people from getting stabbed.”...and I am surprised they even let us have sticks!”
s. At 33:18, the video picks up the audio of one of the Antifa-BAMN supporters saying to others on the steps that, “What gets me is that the cops actually let us get to them, they never let us do that in the past…”

“This is the first year they’ve actually let us take over the Capitol - “

The camera man described the State of California as having purposely allowed the group [GSS and TWP] to get hurt. This is where we investigate, in order to show there is a chain of militants united by the same communication system that were drawn to one another, and men and women in the Democratic Party, and in the State of California are in collaboration with Antifa-BAMN militants, in order to stop their political opponents from accessing their right to Amendment I of the Bill of Rights on the steps of the state Capitol building in Sacramento, California.

The following photos shows the violence of the Antifa-BAMN militants as they caused the injuries that they inflicted on others because of particular men and women in the State of
California and United States. The following photos shows a couple of violent event which occurred between 10:00 am to 12:30 pm.

After the Sacramento Riot, video footage picks up the audio of one of the Antifa-BAMN supporters saying to others on the steps of the state Capitol building that, “What gets me is that the cops actually let us get to them, they never let us do that in the past.”

v. The claim that the State of California was used to act for the man and woman recognized as the "Wrongdoers", has caused serious bodily injury to several men and women. Among the men in particular were members and supporters of GSS and TWP, and advocates of their right to assemble on the state Capitol steps. Because the State of California was used on June 26, 2016 to organize the local and state law and policy enforcement, paid for by the GSS and TWP through a permit to legally assemble on the steps of the state Capitol building at 11:00 am, those who used it are brought forward to testify in their behalf that they did not cause injury. This report aims to expose the wrongful intent to cause harm and even death on men and women who had been permitted to assemble on the steps of the state Capitol building. While the news covered the Sacramento Riot as it was happening, we are provided the videos and photos that Antifa-BAMN militants made, exposing why they were allowed to riot and cause the damage that they caused.

w. The men being dragged through the mainstream media and the STATE OF CALIFORNIA for defending themselves, are such victims of the Antifa-BAMN assault. The men who were allowed the permitted and lawful right to protect others rallying in California were at a loss when the assault on free speech and right to assemble prevented them from being safe, with life threatening attacks from all directions. The GSS and TWP Sacramento Spartans were providing private security for their own group, as they ran for their lives to get away. And the police were ordered to stand down while hundreds of killers were allowed to attack the GSS
and TWP members and supporters, without any arrests being made, and without any attempt to stop the may-lay.

x. The Sacramento Spartans individually had the right to associate with the GSS and TWP, and to provide the People protection when they were attacked. Each of the individual Sacramento Spartans also had the right to be on the state Capitol steps on June 26, 2016. And the State of California did not have the right, nor the power, to cause harm on permitted rallygoers to bolster the Democratic agenda of stopping their political opponent’s free speech and right to assemble.

y. If man or woman were on the steps of the state Capitol, no other man, woman, or person, and no Government official can use the UCC or USC against him or her for assembling and petitioning to the Government for a redress of grievances. Each Sacramento Spartan is “of the People to assemble” that is not even prohibit. And the State of California is trying to use the UCC, USC and State codes [California Penal Code] to punish the Sacramento Spartans for defending themselves and others from the Antifa-BAMN militants, and for winning!

Figure 59

The above photo shows the hostility that the Antifa-BAMN militants had with the police, as they did nothing to stop the Sacramento Spartans from defending themselves, which resulted in their comrades getting severely injured in the violence caused by the police stand-down orders.

z. Right after the Sacramento Spartans escaped with their lives, some of the attackers put up a stand against the riot police. The above photo (See Figure 59) shows the hostility that the Antifa-BAMN militants had with the police, as they did nothing to stop the Sacramento Spartans from defending themselves, which resulted in the victims of the violence caused by the police stand-down orders.

2a. One female is shown making a verbal statement at them. She says to them while her friends are around her, “How can you wake up in the morning?” Another girl yells out, “Nazi!” The following photo (See Figure 60) shows the wounded Antifa-BAMN leader addressing her combatants on the west steps of the state Capitol building, the situation that resulted on the South Side just moments prior to the photo and video being taken. The Sacramento Spartans
not only left the leader of Antifa-BAMN wounded, but they left several of her militants critically injured as a result.

Figure 60
The above photo shows the wounded Antifa-BAMN leader addressing her Antifa-BAMN militants on the steps of the state Capitol building sometime just after noon. There on the steps of the state Capitol building, she addresses to her combatants on the situation that resulted on the South Side just moments prior to their “successful” “militant action” to “shut down the Neo-Nazis”.

Figure 61
The above photo shows the Antifa-BAMN militants on the west steps of the state Capitol building just after noon. The photo above is important to close this report on the Sacramento Riot with. It shows that the LGBT flag was used to rally others to cause the assaults on the
peaceful protestors on the property of the state Capitol building, showing its involvement from the beginning of the Sacramento Riot, to its end.

2b. The above photos (See Figure 60 and Figure 61) shows the Antifa-BAMN militants on the steps of the state Capitol building sometime just after noon. But take note, the photo above, as Figure 61 shows the LGBT flag that was used to rally others to cause the assaults on the peaceful protestors is on the west steps of the state Capitol building where the GSS and TWP members and supporters should have been.

2c. After the Antifa-BAMN leader rallied her militants on the steps of the state Capitol, she was given the platform to speak out against the GSS and TWP members and supporters she tried to have killed. The mainstream media allowed the Antifa-BAMN militants their platform, while ignoring to obtain the other side's story of what unfolded. Which is the objective of this report, to provide the public the side of the story as seen through the victim's eyes.

2d. The following photo (Figure 62) shows the Antifa-BAMN leader speaking to news reporters for television news channels covering the event. The following photo (Figure 62) shows her admitting her intent to kill in order to "shut down the Nazis".

![Figure 62]

The above photo is when the Antifa-BAMN leader admitted to the mainstream media after the Sacramento Riot she and her combatants started, “The Nazis, a couple of them were trying to come out onto the steps for about 20 seconds and they were driven out! We succeeded in driving them out...”

2e. The above photo shows the Antifa-BAMN leader telling news reporters after the Sacramento Riot that, “The Nazis, a couple of them were trying to come out onto the steps for about 20 seconds and they were driven out! We succeeded in driving them out...”, which is a statement (among others) that proves a lot in this report's claim. It proves that, the State of California allowed a group that admits to being combat militants with the intent to stop permitted men and women from assembling on the steps of the state Capitol building, to cause the Sacramento Riot in order to meet political objectives.
2f. The aftermath shown in the following photos (Figure 63) shows one masked stab victim who still wishes to remain unidentified, because he is hiding from his guilt. Other photos shows the police protecting the Antifa-BAMN militants who were stabbed by the Sacramento Spartans utilizing their right to assemble and their right to defend themselves from hundreds of weapon wielding killers.
Figure 63
The above [top] photo shows one masked stab victim who still wishes to remain unidentified. The photos shown above are some of the several Antifa-BAMN militants who were stabbed by the Sacramento Spartans utilizing their right to assemble and their right to defend themselves.

2g. The above photos shows Antifa-BAMN militants as they are attended to for their critical stab wounds the Sacramento Spartans gave them. Despite that the Antifa-BAMN leader boasts of a successful day in stopping men and women from expressing their right to assemble on the steps of the state Capitol building, other men and women in support of antifa and causing harm on others were injured as a result.

2h. In addition to what had occurred on June 26, 2016, others admit the wrongs that the Antifa-BAMN militants and men and women working in the State of California and United States committed at the same time. The wrongs shows that members of the state’s Legislature consider the entire support structure of the effort in stopping a political adversary involving the Democratic Party in collaboration with the Antifa-BAMN militants as a wrong that could have been prevented, had it not been for the deliberate instigation of a conflict that caused the Sacramento Riot.

- Sacramento police chief Sam Somers said that "the anarchists have taken a much more aggressive stance to wreak havoc on the city."[1]
- California Assemblyman Jim Cooper was at the Capitol during the riot. He said violence was unnecessary, and the counter-protesters could have shut down the rally with yelling.[18]
- Cres Vellucci, a police observer and representative for the National Lawyers Guild, described the violence as a "free-for-all". Vellucci said the police basically let people do what they wanted and fight it out.[19]

Figure 64
The above photos shows the Antifa-BAMN leaders. The one on the left acts as the commander of the militant group, while the other, shown on the right, takes care of the legal matters. The

Antifa-BAMN leader shown left of the “commander” is also not only the attorney for the organization, she is the president and founder of BAMN as well.

2i. We look on social media and we can see that the Antifa-BAMN militants, together with the Democratic Party, Democratic National Committee and their mainstream media, are communicating with one another. They are colluding with one another. They share flags, banners, slogans, chants, literature, tactics, memes, statements, videos, and dates to meet up for causing harm on what they call, “Neo-Nazis”. The media describing this story uses the same terms and the same images, the same talking points, as does the State of California. The ADL and the SPLC too, uses the same talking points as does the Antifa-BAMN militants. These are crucial things for us to consider in evidence to placing the entire State of California at a position that did not serve the safety of the Trump supporters at the time, which resulted in the Sacramento Riot.

Figure 65
The above flyer was supposedly discovered by chance just shortly after the Pikesville, Kentucky Rally that the Traditionalist Worker Party, National Socialist Movement and the Nationalist Front held together back in April of 2017. Even though antifa militants reject the authenticity of the above flyer, the message on it is quite startling, as the intent “to eliminate White people from the face of the Earth” is a reality amongst Black Lives Matter, La Raza, BAMN, and many other organizations who run with the antifa flag. For antifa to deny the flyer as one of theirs’ is like saying there aren’t any organizations running with them that do intend for the flyer to be authentically their prime objective. Antifa is in for some dramatic in-fighting.

2j. Within one year of the Sacramento Riot, antifa has taken on making its mark of destruction in cities across the USA and Europe. They not only vowed to shut down the GSS and TWP rally on the state Capitol building in Sacramento, California; since then, they have rioted in
Portland, Seattle, Cleveland, Los Angeles, Oakland, San Francisco, Berkeley, Charlottesville, and even Hamburg, Germany, costing millions of dollars in property damage and injuries for the objective to stop the People from assembling and petitioning to the Government.

2k. But because of the Sacramento Riot that June of 2016, GSS and TWP fought back antifa to access the Bill of Rights, and because of that, a silent majority has arisen to face them too.

2l. Today, the rise of the silent majority has joined the Sacramento Spartans to combat antifa, BAMN, and the La Raza movements on the streets, and face them as a formidable foe. The Democratic-Party-controlled-California-State-Legislature in collaboration with the Antifa-BAMN militants to stop the rise of their opponents, now has to face a law-and-order-Republican-Party-controlled-Federal-Government not taking too kindly the policies and actions of the STATE OF CALIFORNIA in 2017.

11 The Uprising

a. During the first six months of 2016, two events took place in California that elevated the threat level for the Golden State Skinheads to rally on the steps of the state Capitol building, and the way other similar groups, including Trump supporters, rally on the streets of their public spaces. The first event was held in Anaheim, California when on February 27, 2016, three (3) people were stabbed by antifa combatants. The other event was to be held shortly after in Sacramento.

b. Early in 2016, the calendar dated for the Golden State Skinheads and Traditionalist Worker Party to rally on the steps of the state Capitol building in Sacramento, was already announced publicly when the Anaheim protestors there clashed with the new extremism across the USA, known all throughout Europe and South America as "antifa". There at the Sacramento Riot, ten (10) people were hospitalized [7 for stab and laceration wounds, and 3 for being beaten and battered], and the news of the clash echoed across the USA, the reality of antifa as a rising threat to future protests and rallies.

c. For those aiming to attend the Sacramento event, the situation that unfolded in Anaheim was the wake-up call to prepare for antifa. The expectation of there being a similar clash in Sacramento, as seen in Anaheim just a few months prior, was greatly on everyone’s mind. So the GSS and TWP members and supporters took precaution and armed themselves with homemade shields, just to protect themselves from another repeat of antifa's boldness to stab one of them to death, and considering that they are known for carrying bats, sticks, knives, hammers, chains, even flame throwers, and many other deadly weapons. Antifa is not only known for having caused fires and for putting up barricades, with their numbers alone capable of taking on riot police across Europe and South America, they are known for having carried out acts of torture and murder on their victims too.

d. The Sacramento rally dated for June 26, 2016 was a permitted event. The City of Sacramento, Sacramento County, and the State of California, along with the United States, all had months in advance to plan and prepare for the event to be held on the West Side steps of the state Capitol building. Like years prior, BAMN, along with La Raza, Brown Berets, MEChE, and some Chicano and Mestizo gang members were present to counter protest the events. But they were not yet united under the same antifa flag.
e. During the last two Sacramento rallies GSS has held, the CHP provided total control security for the permitted rallygoers. Years before the planned Sacramento event for 2016, the GSS held successful gatherings. Because of the Anaheim stabbings, and the attackers taking credit as "antifa", the GSS and TWP were taking no risks, and decided to bring their homemade shields.

f. On Sunday, June 26, 2016, the day of the event, the GSS and TWP members and supporters were focused on getting to the steps of the state Capitol building at 11:00 am. For months, they saw flyers and posters up all over the Bay Area and Sacramento urging the surrounding communities to destroy the "White Supremacists", "Nazis", and "Fascists" on this same day. This call to fight the GSS and TWP was to fall under one "antifa" banner.

g. The call to rally under the antifa flag was met with 200-400 men and women considering themselves as “militants” and “combatants”, making up various organizations and gangs that proved too powerful and overwhelming for the 100 deployed CHP and Sacramento Police Officers in riot gear, and fully armed men and fully armed women carrying automatic weapons. While the Antifa-BAMN militants only had knives, sticks, spears, bike locks and hammers, the heavily armed riot police were given stand-down orders NOT to intervene, and to let the Antifa-BAMN militants attack the GSS and TWP members and supporters. This we know, because the result of that stand-down order became a historic new normal from then on. The Antifa-BAMN militants were allowed to attack that year’s GSS rally! Hence, the "Sacramento Riot".

h. Since the Sacramento Riot, we have learned a great deal on who the ones behind other riots across the USA are. Since then, we have learned more on who antifa is and the riots they caused across the USA. We learned that there is an entire political Party behind the scenes in support of antifa. That political Party is the Democratic Party.

i. There is photographic evidence to support the claim that the Democratic Party in control of the STATE OF CALIFORNIA colluded with Antifa-BAMN by associating with the NCLR objective. In June of 2016, the state’s police and the State of California were primarily ran by the Democratic Party. At that time, the Democratic Party was trying to desperately win Seats in the United States Congress, State Assembly, and maintain the power that they did have at the time. That is a fact! There were a lot of riots on their watch too! That too is a fact!

j. How the Democratic-Party-supported-Antifa-BAMN-militants were capable of getting through to causing the damage and committing the crimes that we saw, is also how they were able to evade getting arrested while they were committing their crimes. The State of California (ran by the Democratic Party) allowed the riot, and they allowed the assaults and attempted murders to happen, just as they kept the police away from making any arrests.

k. Now, let us get this clear!!! During and soon after the Sacramento Riot, there were zero arrests made. There were no arrests on June 26, 2016 relating to the Sacramento Riot. Not one! Not one of the participants of the riot were arrested on June 26, 2016!!! That is a very important claim against the ones who were working as employees for the STATE OF CALIFORNIA dispatching the CHP and Sacramento Police Department. None of them made any arrests, despite the crimes that they saw were committed before their eyes. Not one of them made an
arrest!!! Which is telling that the STATE OF CALIFORNIA is not working for the People of the California Republic either, and neither is the Sacramento County and City of Sacramento.

l. Because the State of California is NOT working for the People [rather the People are forced to work for it], the Sacramento Riot happened in 2016. And of that, the People are forced into taking on the hostility towards them on their own instead.

Figure 66

While the Antifa-BAMN militants only had knives, sticks, spears, bike locks and hammers, the heavily armed riot police were given stand-down orders NOT to intervene, and to let the Antifa-BAMN militants attack the GSS and TWP members and supporters. This we know, because the result of that stand-down order became a historic new normal from then on. The Antifa-BAMN militants were allowed to attack that year’s GSS rally! Hence, the ”Sacramento Riot”. And because of that riot, the People’s patients has run out, they are tolerant no more.

m. Because of what occurred in Anaheim and in Sacramento in 2016, with the stabbings as a result of being White while assembling on public spaces, the rise of the silent majority appeared in Donald J. Trump winning the White House, the rise of the Alt Right, the rise of White Nationalism, American Nationalism, state Nationalism, and a pissed off America. Since the victory of the Sacramento Spartans over the much greater Antifa-BAMN militant organization in June of 2016, the Alt Right, together with the Alt Lite, Conservatives, Populists, Fascists, Tea Party Patriots and Libertarians would unite with other Nationalists and other racists of every other race group to fight against the Globalist-supported-Antifa-BAMN-militant-
organization. And with the rise of the silent majority taking sides with the Far Right, the tipping point of the end for the destructive and deathly Antifa-BAMN militant organization has started to take its stand against the newest threat to exist in the USA.

United to take on the Antifa-BAMN militants are the Golden State Skinheads, Traditionalist Worker Party, Trad Youth, Identity Evropa, American Freedom Party, National Democratic Party of Germany, Atomwaffen Division, White Aryan Resistance (Sweden), White Aryan Resistance (California), Alt Right, National Socialist Movement, Vanguard America, National Vanguard, Nationalist Front, Golden Dawn, American Front, Volksfront, Defend Europe, World Church of the Creator, Ku Klux Klan, Hammerskins, Christian Identity, Aryan Nations, Nationalist Movement, British Union of Fascists, Northwest Front, Afrikaner Weerstands beweging (Afrikaner Resistance Movement) or AWB, National Alliance, 4Chan, /pol/, Red Ice Radio, Daily Stormer, Stormfront, Blood and Honor, Proud Boys, III%ers, Soldiers of Oden, and even Republicans and Democrats, to name a few. Most of the above and following groups mentioned were still unknown to mainstream America in 2016.
The silent majority rose up out of the 2016 Sacramento Riot in the form of extremism across the USA. United to take on the Antifa-BAMN militants (starting from the top left hand corner) are the Golden State Skinheads, Traditionalist Worker Party, Trad Youth, Identity Evropa, American Freedom Party, National Democratic Party of Germany, Atomwaffen Division, White Aryan Resistance (Sweden), White Aryan Resistance (California), Alt Right, National Socialist Movement, Vanguard America, National Vanguard, Nationalist Front, Golden Dawn, American Front, Volksfront, Defend Europe, World Church of the Creator, Ku Klux Klan, Hammerskins, Christian Identity, Aryan Nations, Nationalist Movement, British Union of Fascists, Northwest Front, Afrikaner Weerstandsbeweging (Afrikaner Resistance Movement) or AWB, National Alliance, 4Chan, /pol/, Red Ice Radio, Daily Stormer, Stormfront, Blood and Honor, Proud Boys, III%ers, "Make American Great Again" Trump supporting patriots, Soldiers of Oden, and even Republicans and Democrats, to name a few. Most of the above groups mentioned were still unknown to mainstream America in 2016.

Since the Sacramento Riot, these groups (as shown above in Figure 67) united with other affiliated support groups to provide the ONLY resistance to the antifa combatants terrorizing and beating anyone who remotely looks like a "fascist" or "racist" i.e., tapered haircut on a young well-dressed White man, or someone simply wearing a red "Make America Great Again" Trump hat. The police in riot gear were given stand-down orders too many times too late, which allowed antifa to commit the crimes that this report claims were committed. Because of that, the aforementioned groups united against Globalism, believe that such is why they are in the position to invoke their right to defend themselves, by taking the rightful, legal and lawful position to face the threat on their own instead. Especially that anyone associated with the above groups are being targeted by antifa militants with the backing and support of
the Democratic Party, United Nations, SPLC, ADL, CNN, MSNBC and many other loyal supporters.

p. In addition to what occurred 6 months after the Sacramento Riot is, the Trump Administration took over the United States government. The Republican Party was finally solid in the House of Representatives, Senate, and the Executive Branch, with an added Conservative minded Justice to the Supreme Court of the United States. But the State of California would not lose to the Republican Party. While the Democratic Party lost control of the United States, it would still hold on to its power in the State of California to continue fighting their opposition trying to petition to the Government.

q. Now that the new Administrations are settled in 2017, the Democratic Party still wants to continue on pressing against the victims who supported the Trump Campaign, when (in fact) the Wrongdoers are the Antifa-BAMN militants and the men and women working inside of the State of California and Democratic National Committee. The victims are the communities that supported the weakness that the Democratic Party displayed, as they were overwhelmed with the struggle to hold onto their power over the Federal Government, that they let the Sacramento Riot happen. Now the Democratic Party, Antifa-BAMN, La Raza, and the State of California are trying to find out how to not lose over what occurred in Sacramento, California in 2016.

r. The victims of the June 26, 2016’s Sacramento Riot are still being attacked by radicals in the losing political parties and their advocacy groups. The Democratic Party’s advocacy groups at the time of the Sacramento Riot, and today, are Antifa-BAMN, Brown Berets, La Raza, MEChE, State of California, United States, United Nations, and we can add the SPLC and ADL to that list, to include CNN and MSNBC for covering the truth up from getting out to the People.

s. The meaning behind the Democratic Party using its power in California to not protect the GSS and TWP members and supporters from being slaughtered by the 200-400 Antifa-BAMN militants, means there is still unfinished business to annihilate them entirely.

t. Today, the State of California, along with other organizations, are being used to attack the victims still, by continuing to advocate for the imprisonment, prosecution, death, firing, and even murder of various well-known and influential leaders in US politics, who are literally the personalities who advocated to get Trump into the White House and shunned the Antifa-BAMN’s deliberate attacks on free speech and right to assembly. And because of that, more and more men and women decided that enough is enough, and to take the side with the GSS and TWP members and supporters for what Antifa-BAMN did under a Democratic-Party-controlled-STATE-OF-CALIFORNIA in 2016.

u. The silent majority woke up across the USA and outvoted the Democratic Party to the point that they lost their power over the Federal Government. Which is good news for the Sacramento Spartans. The Democratic Party is against the Federal Government. They have despised it since they were the anti-Federalist Party during the 1790s. But in California, the Democratic Party still maintains control of the STATE OF CALIFORNIA to continue on with their agenda of anti-Federalism. The result is continued backlash against Trump supporters and the objective to maintain democratic policies and members positioned to maintain their power.
The Democratic Party also targets their enemies using their mainstream media, such as CNN and MSNBC, and they use the oppressive tactic on the streets by funding and busing in counter protestors to events that are not in line with their political and social platform.

v. The targets of antifa are the same who are deemed a threat to the Democratic Party, such as Conservatives, Right Wingers, Republican Party members, Capitalists, Nationalists, Trump supporters, White men, White women and White children. These are anyone who is NOT taking to public spaces across the USA to assemble against "racism", "homophobia", "bigotry", "Anti-Semitism", and the "fascist" "White Supremacist" "Neo-Nazis", including the police!

w. We have learned since the Sacramento Riot that Antifa is not comprised of just one group. Antifa is made up of various hardcore militant groups coming together under one banner. We already know that BAMN and the Brown Berets are involved, and so is La Raza and MEChA. And over all so far, antifa has cost cities Worldwide tens of millions of dollars in property damage and medical costs.

x. GSS and TWP in comparison to them, have been two peaceful activist groups legally rallying for Trump, for the Bill of Rights, Declaration of Independence, and Constitution for the united states of America. And the People are realizing this! They are indeed waking up!

y. People are waking up to antifa's affiliation with gangs and other radical and extreme antiWhite and antiAmerican groups, the Democratic Party, United Nations, and mainstream media support; they are following the money and the power and influence over the antifa combatants. And because of that, the People are rallying around radical and extremist groups that the Globalists most despise (such as the ones shown in Figure 67). The police won't protect free speech and the right to assemble, then the People will join the group brave enough (and bold enough) to take on antifa instead. This is why the People are starting to rise up against the UNITED STATES Corporation and the state governments, such as the California State Legislature and its STATE OF CALIFORNIA unwilling to protect them. The STATE OF CALIFORNIA and its police won't help the People, and so the uprising is manifesting in more rallies and more clashes and more deaths, while the police still maintain their stand-down orders not to intervene against the assault on the right to free speech and right to assemble.

z. Since the Anaheim Stabbings and the Sacramento Riot in 2016, there have been a lot of other acts of violence caused by the antifa combatants. They are responsible for rioting in Portland, Oregon; Seattle, Washington, and for the 2017 Berkeley, California riots dubbed the “Battle of Berkeley”. The Battle of Berkeley spans from several dates (February 1; March 4; April 15; April 27; and August 27). It was on April 27, 2017 when proTrump supporters united with Kyle Chapman, Brittany Pettibone and Lauren Southern, in the stead of Ann Coulter after her cancelled speech. There, Gavin McInnes read Ann Coulter's speech to the event.

2a. Then antifa and the proTrump supporters in Berkeley clashed, while the Berkeley Police Department stood down. The proTrump supporters who attended the event in response to the Sacramento Riot and previous violations of free speech and right to assemble rallies, pushed the Antifa-BAMN militants out of Berkeley as a result.

2b. There is plenty of video footage showing the damage antifa caused in Europe wrecking buildings, torching cars, and assaulting people. Across the USA, they have been exceeding that long lasting heritage of destruction and mayhem. Antifa already has a history of murdering and
even torturing their enemies to death. In the USA, Antifa-BAMN had also wrecked buildings, torched cars, and assaulted people, and even made death threats against the United States President Donald J. Trump! And how did the mainstream media spin this?

2c. MSNBC and CNN are the two mainstream Medias owned by supporters of the Democratic Party. MSNBC and CNN caused public opinion to believe that the victims of the Sacramento Riot and Battle of Berkeley are Antifa-BAMN. CNN and MSNBC have it that Antifa-BAMN are always the victims. And the SPLC, ADL, MSNBC and CNN all are the ones who sided with the Antifa-BAMN militants to take violent action against “Nazis” and “White Supremacists”. The mainstream media instigated the violence, even!! The mainstream media went after the opposition of the Antifa-BAMN militants instead, making it out as if antifa did no wrong for standing up against "fascism", "White Supremacists" and "Neo-Nazis". And because of the affiliation the mainstream media has with many organizations supporting the act of violence against the right to assemble on the steps of the state Capitol building, we have to include the mainstream media to be Antifa-BAMN supporters too.

2d. The powerbase in support of antifa also shows to be the United Nations. The UN is using antifa as the reason behind the threat to invade the USA for its "racism". The UN is even using the same tone and talking-points as antifa.

2e. This relationship between the United Nations, Democratic Party, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, SPLC, ADL, MSNBC, CNN and other organizations and groups with Antifa-BAMN, has resulted in the uprisings we saw in cities across the USA. Out of the Inauguration of Donald J. Trump to President of the United States on January 20, 2017, and because of the rallies his supporters tried to have in Berkeley, California, and Charlottesville, Virginia in 2017, the mainstream media has since taken the position of aiding and abetting Antifa-BAMN by giving them pertinent information on future rallies to be held by those names and groups that are listed on the SPLC and ADL websites as "Hate Groups".

Figure 68
The above photo was taken the night before the day event, which would see the deaths of the three people (explained further in), in addition to the many who were injured as a result of the fighting between antifa and the permitted rallygoers, made up of many united organizations from all over the USA. The mainstream media would immediately take antifa’s side, and blame the deaths and chaos on the Alt Right and White Nationalism, despite that antifa has already caused a lot of damage and destruction in Europe and the USA. The more violence and destruction antifa gets (and the more the mainstream media covers for them), the greater its opposition gets too. The police are NOT the formidable resistance to antifa’s chaos (as perceived by many), so extreme and radical groups, such as the ones making up many organizations united together around the Robert E. Lee statue in Charlottesvile, Virginia has taken root and will only gain support and far greater numbers from many sides of the political spectrum as a result.

2f. Berkeley, California saw riots dubbed the "Battle of Berkeley" because of the fierce clashes which occurred between two opposing groups. And we mention the riots in Berkeley and Charlottesville here because this case against Antifa-BAMN's intent to kill for the Democratic Party, United Nations, and their affiliated or support groups, is undoubtedly connected to them. This is also an ongoing conflict, with literally no end in sight! There will be more lawsuits, more claims of foul play, and injury. And more damage will continue to be caused by the Antifa-BAMN militants, because they are emboldened by their supporters’ financial stability, and the money they get for lawsuits, like the one the Wrongdoers are attempting to make against the victims. Antifa-BAMN militants go out to cause a riot, damaging property, threatening the lives of their opponents, and when they get hurt, they use the laws and such powerful organizations to continue their fight against them.

2g. The Antifa-BAMN support system provides legal assistance to any and all antifa combatants caught in action against the State by riot police. Antifa uses the Courts to go after their victims, by suing those they hurt.

2h. In Charlottesville, antifa went to the State of Virginia (Virginia Commonwealth) when it could not contain or stand up to the well-armed and bold Alt Right and White Nationalists. Which goes to show the relationship antifa has with supporters working in Corporations within the State. The result of antifa going to the State is the Governor calling on a State of Emergency. Thus, it is apparent that the Governor of Virginia has caved in to antifa's political demands over another group permitted to hold their assembly. The other result was the stand-down orders given to the riot police to NOT intervene in the clashes between the Alt Right, White Nationalists and the Alt Left antifa Communists.

2i. The circumstance got so severe in Charlottesville for antifa and the Government of Virginia because of the stand-down orders given to the police, that those who control antifa were forced to take drastic measures. The narrative has been raised that the ones who are pulling the strings to these riots and antifa have also taken other bold measures. One such measure is a desperate one. That measure was to change the narrative and place blame on the Alt Right and White Nationalism by using a plant to infiltrate them, and cause a situation that would cause nationwide backlash.
2j. The narrative has it (despite that this is still an ongoing investigation) that one such plant was an antifa member who infiltrated the Alt Right using the “black bloc” tactic, and got into a Dodge Challenger to mow down “Nazis”, but his one antifa group mistook him for an enemy; and one whack to his car caused him instead to ram it into a crowd of antifa combatants, which resulted in the death of an antifa member or supporter. Another narrative is that the driver of the Dodge Challenger, as video of the event shows, was startled when an individual struck the rear or the vehicle with a bat of some sort, which could have sounded like a gun shot. And that alone startled the driver enough for the reaction we go out of him, leaving one antifa militant dead as a result. Another narrative is that the car had tinted windows, and there is no evidence to suggest that the driver was the same individual that is sitting in a jail cell today, and is being held without bail. It is held that the police found the driver sleeping in his car immediately after the incident, which suggests that the individual was planted there after the incident—as if the driver got out and placed a passed-out Alt Right or antifa supporter to cover the scheme, in order to create a public reaction against the Alt Right, White Nationalism and the Trump Administration. But one fact alone stands out, the mom of the antifa militant claims her daughter’s death was the result of "a heart attack", and that "she did not suffer before she died". Furthermore, the antifa medic who first responded also claims the victim had a leg wound, but died as a result of a heart attack. Despite all of the theories of what happened in Charlottesville, Virginia, not all of the facts of the incident have been made public. And despite the theories, and despite that the case is still ongoing, the mainstream media already had their narrative to bolster antifa’s anger that this was all because of White Nationalism, the Alt Right and the United States President Donald J. Trump.
One fact alone stands out, despite the misleading narrative from the mainstream media that, the cause of death for one antifa militant at the Unite The Right rally in Charlottesville, Virginia was because of a “Neo-Nazi-White-Supremacist” ramming his Dodge Challenger into her, the mom’s claim tells us a different scenario. The antifa militant’s own mom claims the death of her daughter was the result of “a heart attack”, and that "she did not suffer before she died”. Furthermore, the antifa medic who first responded also claims the victim had a leg wound, but died as a result of a heart attack. As the above photo shows, the antifa combatant was not hit by the Dodge Challenger, but rather, a heart attack from perhaps what she saw under the circumstances of bad health, leading to an early death by heart attack.

2k. The opposition to antifa are questioning what occurred in Charlottesville too. Supporters of the Alt Right believe already that antifa was the cause of the Charlottesville riot and the driver of the Dodge Challenger is a member of antifa and a Hillary Supporter. It is not uncommon for antifa to black bloc White Nationalist and White Power advocacy groups.

2l. The mainstream media covered the death in Charlottesville as a crime committed by a group that has no place in the USA, and placed the driver of the vehicle as a member or supporter of the Alt Right and a “Nazi”; when in fact, nothing can be further than the truth than that! Added to the may-lay in Charlottesville was when the police were told to stand-down to cause the clashes that we saw. They were so desperate to get the two groups fighting to where two pilots overlooking the riot crashed to their death in their helicopter. And the mainstream media again covered that incident as a fault of the Alt Right. But the truth got out on the Internet that the mainstream media has no influence over them and no credible story to manipulate the masses on what the narrative should be, instead of what is true, by waiting for the investigation results to be made public.

2m. The mainstream media has covered for antifa in the past, multiple times. The so-called "White Supremacist" who killed two people on a train in Portland in 2017, was actually a supporter of the Democratic Party, and a socialist, not a White Supremacist. But when the mainstream media aims to cover and conceal the facts, which would discredit their narrative, then antifa can do no wrong. GSS and TWP members and supporters on the 26th of June 2016 were up against the Democratic Party and some Republican Party members and supporters, along with
the United Nations, united BAMN, La Raza, Black Lives Matter, MEChA, NCLR, Bolshevik and Marxist organizations, Anarchists, gang members, ISIS sympathizers, LGBT activists, and the city and state police (even), to bolster their power and control over the government. And the mainstream and social media [CNN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, MTV, VIACOM, Facebook, Twitter, and Google] were trying to stop them from rallying on the steps of the state Capitol building to prevent them from getting their message of individual liberty, sovereignty and identity out to the masses. They all worked united to shut down everything GSS and TWP set up and worked hard for, and at the expense of their inalienable rights. They made sure the narrative against the GSS and TWP was under their control.

2n. Because of the Internet, we now know the driver of the Dodge Challenger, and we know the Portland Train killer were both Left-Wing Democratic Party supporters.

2o. But this time, the People have taken to the Internet and are exposing the fraud of the mainstream media! The Antifa-BAMN militants have absolutely no grounds to stand on in their complaints against any GSS and TWP member and supporter for defending themselves and their right to free speech and right to assemble on June 26, 2016 in Sacramento, California. Antifa-BAMN uses the wealth of several organizations that are for profit, and are subject to the USC and UCC; but yet, they violate various policies within them when they physically attack the man and woman they are trying to kill. This is not a matter of just two opposing sides here. This is a matter of two sides, one trying to kill the other, while the ones being sought after are trying to defend themselves, and the lives of others around them.

2p. After Antifa-BAMN was literally driven out of Berkeley by the proTrump supporters, they returned on August 27th to redeem their infamous image of violence and mayhem. Numbering in the thousands, they gathered around a small group holding their "Say No To Marxism" [No-To-Marxism] rally. Between 2,000 and 4,000 Antifa-BAMN militants surrounded them; while yet again, the police did nothing.

2q. Standing their ground on August 27, 2017, the small group of protestors were placed in a circumstance that required them to fight back with violence. That is because thousands of Antifa-BAMN militants were trying to assault and even kill them. Social media sites on the Internet blew up over the sight of thousands of antifa attackers descending on just a handful of men and women, while the police in riot gear looked on and did nothing! The mainstream media could not ignore the unjust acts being committed against the small group of Marxist protestors to the point that the Mayor of Berkeley was forced to make the suggestion of classifying antifa as a gang, causing even Nancy Pelosi (D-California) to redact her support for them and condemn their violence, saying that "the perpetrators should be arrested and prosecuted."

2r. The Department of Homeland Security and the Federal Bureau of Investigation both have deemed antifa a terrorist group. While men and women are uprising against the terrorism across the USA, they are also united to reach 100,000 signatures to designate antifa a 'terrorist group' passing for the White House to review and take notice. Such is because antifa has caused more property damage, more crimes, more suffering, and far more terror across the USA than even ISIS has! And their path of destruction has yet to slow down.
2s. Taking on a remarkable speed to suddenly make way across the USA as a very formidable opposition to individual liberty, sovereignty and identity, and an innocent man's and innocent woman's freedom, is antifa. The GSS and TWP, along with their supporters, had every right to defend themselves against antifa, in order to petition to the Government and redress their grievances on the steps of the state Capitol building, regardless of their political and racial views.

2t. The Democratic Party controlled the State of California at the time of the Sacramento Riots. They had the responsibility to protect the People. That is what the California Republic was established to protect!! And because the State of California did not serve its part in protecting the People, crimes were committed. And the fact is, we have all of the evidence we require for a proper claim of wrongdoing committed by men and women in the State of California and the United States, and are affiliated with, or members of, Antifa-BAMN and La Raza.
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*While some antifa admirers in the Federal Government are becoming more vocal for their support, others are redacting their’s in a public statement. Antifa’s violence has taken its toll on even the Mayor of Berkeley, who was forced to make the suggestion of classifying antifa as a gang, causing even Nancy Pelosi (D-California) to redact her support for them and condemn their violence, saying that "the perpetrators should be arrested and prosecuted." The Department of Homeland Security and the Federal Bureau of Investigation both have deemed antifa a terrorist group. Men and women are uprising against the terrorism across the USA, and are also united to reach 100,000 signatures to designate antifa a ‘terrorist group’ passing for the White House to review and take notice, as we have all of the evidence we require for a proper claim of wrongdoing committed by men and women in the State of California and the United States, who are affiliated with, or members of antifa.*

2u. This Report aims to track down those individual men, individual women, and their spouses to find out the facts of their crime of trying to kill permitted men for taking to the state Capitol to petition to the Government, and because they won their battle against the 200-400 Antifa-
BAMN militants that the Democratic Party and their State of California supported. Because the GSS and TWP got away from the 200-400 Antifa-BAMN militants, the State of California that is still controlled by the same Democratic Party that failed to defend the surrounding communities from the riots, is sending the District Attorney out to sweep their crimes under the rug by going after their victims. This is unacceptable!! There were knives used, and spears used, and there were violent well-known criminal organizations and dangerous individuals united under the protection of the Democratic Party to attack permitted protestors. And for defending each other’s life from the spears, swords, bats, knives, sticks and fists of the Antifa-BAMN militants (which we covered in this report), the State of California is yet again being used to continue harming them for getting away.

2v. The Democratic Party is proving desperate to hold on to their power, enough to lie, cheat and steal their way to an Office in the Government. Which is why they lost to the Republican Party; and which is why they lost their power in the Senate, and House of Representatives; and why they lost to the now President of the United States Donald J. Trump. As long as the Democratic Party still has power over the STATE OF CALIFORNIA, they will use it to make up for their losses.